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Top programming
team takes 4th,
2nd team get~ 2nd

$3,000 dish serves

up more programs
Student
Government,
through Activity and Service
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Fees, paid for the dish.
Via the satellite dish, the
Regulars in the Wild Pizza Wild Pizza is able to pick up
recently noticed a change in several different networks
the TV programs presented aimed directly at college stuthere, due to a new $3,000 dents.
Some of these programs
satellite dish installed Oct. 23.
The main reasons for pur- include the College Satellite
chasing the dish were to pro- Network (CSN) and the Navide additional services for tional Collegiate Television
students and to "keep up with (NCTV) Network.
The satellite dish will be
advancing technology" said
Vic Colazzo, Student Center
SEE SATELLITE DISH PAGE 7
assistant director.

by Doris Pfister
by Chris Richcreek
MANAGING EDITOR

The UCF computer programming team took
two of the top four spots at the Southeast Regional Saturday, yet failed to place for the
international competition.
UCF sent two teams to the seven-state, 33team competition, yet according to regional
rules, only one ofthe two teams could be eligible
for nationals. The eligible "A" team finished
fourth, while the ineligible "B" team took second place behind the University of Florida.
As a result, the computer team will not have
the opportunity to duplicate the feats of last
year's squad which took second behind Stanford University in international comptition.
Dr. John Lesson, a professorin the Computer
Science Department and the team's advisor,
said: "It was a tough problem set. rm very proud
of the guys.
"Are we disappointed? No. We're elated to
have both teams finish so well. If anything, we
proved that last year was not a fluke."
All 33 teams faced the task of solving seven
computer problems during the 6-hour competition. Scoring was based on a time element. A
team accumulated one point for every minute a

problem remained unsolved. Each judged run
added 20 points to a team's score, while each
printout page was worth five points. The winner was the group that solved the greatest
number ofproblems in the least amount of time.
The University of Florida team solved three
problems with an elapsed time of eight hours,
33 minutes. The UCF B team solved two problems in 6:23. The University of South Carolina
took the second international spot and the third
spot overall by solving two problems in 6:38,
well ahead of UCF's A team who took 12:26 to
solve two problems.
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SEE COMPUTERS PAGE 5

Undergrad Studies and Financial Aid
join forces to streamline operation
by Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Y

The Financial Aid Office,
originally under the direction
of the Office ofStudent Affairs,
recently joined forces with
Undergraduate Studies to
become part of the Registrar's
and Admissions office.T h e
transfer took place on Oct. 1,
and the director of the Financial Aid Office, Rick Goode- nough, cited many advantages
1
to the move.
Goodenough said by com-

bining the two systems, a better service for the students
should arise. According to
Goodenough, a student will
eventually be able to go to one
office and find out his status on
admissions, as well as financial aid information.
This will enhance services
available to students, especially those applying and entering UCF. The joining of the
offices should cut down on delay between receiving award
letters and admissions statements, he said.
Goodenough went on to

explain that the physical
counters for the Financial Aid
and Admissions will remain
separate, they will just share
access to information. All staff
working at each counter will
know how to access any relevant information in the other
division. EventuaUy, the move
should cut down on mail sent
to students, as well as the
paperwork required from each
NO SHOOTING, PLEASE
student.
The
sign tells the whole story. Depsrte what the Florida
Recruitment of honor and
legislators
rule. UCF policy says keep your guns at home.
minority students should also
SEE FINANCIAL AID PAGE 4

Safe Ride Home
Don Wittekind
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Safe Ride Home, a student emergency taxi service
that has seen considerable success on the high school
level and with other colleges has found UCF membership sales to be a little dry.
Safe Ride Home is a program in which students
buy cards ,t hat entitle them to free taxi cab rides if
they ever need them. The main purpose of the card is
to keep students from driving after drinking or riding

with someone who they think should not be driving.
"Everyone loves the idea, they think its great" said
Kara Kinzler, director of UCF's Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Center, "But when they get down to putting out the $5, I guess its easier to buy a coke."
Kinzler said that because of a lost receipt book at
the Student Government Kiosk the number of cards
sold is not known, but she guessed that about 70 to 80
have been sold so far. UCF has about 17,000 students.
Kinzler said that even in Safe Ride Home week
sales were not impressive but could not offer an

explanation for the lack of interest. "There was a lot
of PR going on that week, you'd think you'd sell more
cards," she said.
When asked why they have not purchased cards,
student's answers varied considerably.
"I've been planning to get one but I just keep
forgetting," said one student.
Another said, "Every time I think of it I just don't
have the money. I suppose I'll get one eventually."
And finally, "I don't drink. I don't need one."
SEE SAFE RIDE HOME PAGE 4

SPORTS

CONFETTI

NEWS CLIPS
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• With a possible playoff bid on the line, the
gridiron Knights take the
home field Saturday
against Morningside.
Plus, a feature on UCF
hitman Mike Coad.

• Turn to Confetti for a
preview of Black Comedy, a Studio E production by UCF students.
Also, a review of Noises
Off, playing at the Civic
Theatre.
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Wants our Fighting Knights to Scalp
The Morningside "Chiefs!"
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SG -part Of effort to point -out
profs who speak English poorly
by Cynthia Massino
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Students who are having
difficulty understanding their
foreign-born professors with
severe accents, can take up
their greivences with Student
Government and let them
know of the problem.
Roy Reid, Student Govern'men t president says, "Our best
tool is for the students who
have complaints to bring the
problem to us. Then we can
pursue the proper channels."
As announced by the Florida Student Association (FSA)
in Tallahassee, students at all
nine Florida state universities
will start a "fluency check" to

make sure foreign-born graduate students teaching courses
speak understandable English.
Associate Vice President of
Academic Affairs Dr. Frank
J uge is aware of the problem,
andonNov.13he sent a memo
to all deans and department
chairmen asking them to respond to the questions he has
concerning the Test of Spoken
English(TSE).
In the memo, Juge asks if
any students have complained
about the difficulty in understanding the accents of their
foreign-born professors, and if
the students have taken any
steps to correct this problem.
He also wants to know if any of
the department chairmen

have required any faculty or
graduate students to take the
TSE. Juge's final inquiry is
whether
or
not
the
department chairmen have
required applicants for teaching positions to take the TSE.
One suggestion that the
FSA came up with is the placing of student monitors in
those classes where the professor has had complaints
against him. This procedure
would be used only to prove the
student's complaint as valid.
"The students shouldn't be
thought of as spies, just overseers to justify the student's
complaint as being true," says
Greg hull-Ryde, executive diSEE ACCENTS PAGE 7

Congress may restrict GSLs to upperclassmen
Staff Report
COLLEGE PR!:SS SERVICE

Only freshmen and sophomores could get Pell
Grants and only juniors and seniors could get Guaranteed Student Loans in the future if Congress approves a bill introduced last week by an influential
legislator from Michigan.
Rep. Bill Ford CD-Ml), a very influential member of
the House education committee, explained he
thought the bill, introduced Nov. 3, would help minimize student loan defaults and help low-income students finance college.
"The bill is an attempt to kill two birds with one
stone," said Tom Wolanin, a Ford aide. "It deals with
both the problems of equality and defaults."
Ford's measure, if passed, would prohibit first and
second year college students from receiving GSLs.
Those students, however, would be eligible to receive
Pell Grants, federal endowments that students don't
have to repay.
If passed, the bill would let students get Pell
Grants of up to $4,000 a year, up from the current
$2,100 limit.
Pell Grants may only be used to pay for 60 percent
of education costs, and although Ford's bill does not
seek to change that policy, Wolanin said "we're open
to change."
GSLs would be limited to upperclassmen and
graduate students, and the maximum amount a
student could borrow would be increased from $4,000

• SCHOLARSHIPS OFFERED
Scholarships from $1800 to
$10,000 are available to blind
students studying at the post-secondary level. The awards
are based on academic excellence, service to the community, and financial need. Requirements range from no restrictions, females only, to
those studying law, medicine,
architecture, and the natural
sciences.
Application, two letters of
recommendation, transcripts,
and historical background are
required. Deadline is March
31, 1988.
For more information, contact Will Shaffner of the Financial Aid Office at 275-2827.
• NON-SMOKERS MEETING
The American Cancer Society will hold Non-smokers
Anonymous meetings the first
Tuesday of every month, sfart.:
ing Dec. 1 at 7 . p.m. in the
Board Room at 1 703 W. Colonial Drive.
The meetings will be free

"The bill is an attempt to kill two
birds with one stone, it deals with
both the problems of equality and
defaults."
-Tom Wolanin
Congressional Aide
to $7,000 a year.

Community college and vocational school students
would benefit most from the bill, Wolanin said, because they could complete their 2-year educations
without incurring loan debts.
Existing federal student aid programs discourage
low-income students from enrolling in colleges, Wolanin said, because many are reluctant to go into debt
to do so.
Giving such students Pell Grants instead ofloaningthem money through the GSLprogram, Wolanin
said, would "help them get started. Many students
don't know what direction they want to go in when
they first attend school."
The proposed legislation would reduce loan defaults, Wolanin reasoned, because many defaulters
are underclassmen from low-income backgrounds
who drop out of school when they don't find their
niche.
"The problem is we lend money to people who are
too high a risk," he said. Upperclassmen and gradu-

and open to the public. For
more information, call 8438680.
Beginning Jan. 5, the
American Cancer Society will
begin a Quit Smoking Clinic in
their 3rd floor Oak Room. This
program is also at 7 p.m. and
free to the public.
• ROTC HONORED
The UCF Army ROTC
Ranger Challenge Team recently took fifth place overall
out of 25 teams representing
universities and colleges from
Florida, Georgia, and Puerto
Rico.
Trophies were earned for
rifle marksmanship and grenade throw. UC F's team of two
seniors, four juniors, two sophomores, and one freshman
competed against teams
mostly comprised of all seniors.
The most strenuous part of
the two days was the 1 OK Road
March. All participants wear
the complete uniform, carry all
individual equipment, and

ate students, who presumably after two years of
school know what they want to do with their college
educations, are better credit risks, he said.
Wolanin doesn't believe the bill would require
greater funding for education programs, since the
federal government would save money from decreasing loan defaults and subsidies. Additional funds
would be available since juniors and seniors would
not be eligible for Pell Grants.
"According to my figures, it would be a wash. We
would need no new money. We would just use what
we already have available more effectively."
But Bill J amroz, a Department of Education
spokesman, said the plan would bring additional
costs. Another problem, he said, is that the bill calls
for "a literal shooing of money into schools with no
ties to the quality of education" provided.
Other observers, while supportive of the bill's
goals, are reserving judgement until further study
can be done.
"Ford is a very big student advocate and the bill
comes with the best intentions," said Mary Preston of
the United States Student Association. But, "we're
going to study it and make some recommendations."
"We have no position on it yet," explained Dr. A
Dallas Martin of the National Association of Student
Financial Aid Administrators. Martin called the
proposal a "positive step away from the heavy reliance on loans," but said the bill "needs some refinements."

have 30 pounds of additional over 200 magazines, including
equipment in their ruck sacks. The New Yorker, The Atlantic
It is a good test of training and Monthly, The Paris Review
endurance.
and the Iowa Review.
Following their performance, all members received a •ADOPT A MANATEE
promotion in the cadet chain of
You can help save the
command.
manatee by joining the Save
the Manatee Club and becom• WORLD WRITER SERIES
ing an adoptive parent of one of
The Department of English these highly endangered
and The Orlando Sentinel will mammals.
begin the World Writers Series
Concentrated in Florida,
for 1987-88 on Nov. 30 with there are only about 1200 of
readings by Stuart Dybek, a these animals left in the
poet and short story writer. United States. Manatees that
Dybek will speak at noon in the regularly winter at Blue
Board of Regents Room in the Spring in Orange City, Florida
Administration Building and are up for adoption. For $15
also at 8 p.m. that evening in per year for an individual and
ED 125. Both events are free $10 for school classes, you reand open to the public.
ceive an adoption certificate,
Dybek, an associate profes- photo and life history of your
sor at Western Michigan Uni- manatee and general informaversity, has published a book tion on manatees. A parent
of poems, Brass Knuckles, and also receives five newsletters
a highly praised book of short per year with updated inforstories, Childhood and Other mation on the manatees at
Neighborhoods. In addition, Blue Spring.
Funds raised through the
he has published reviews, articles, fiction, and poetry in Adopt-a-Manatee program go

toward more public awareness
as well as future research.
For more information and a
free brochure and catalog of
Christmas gift items, call 64 72615.
• HUNGER WEEK
UCF Hunger Week will be
Nov.23-25. The top five groups
who donate the greatest number of pounds of canned foods
will receive appreciation certificates, with the top group
receiving an appreciation
plaque.
Canned foods may be
dropped off during the week in
the Student Organization
Lounge from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
All UCF's donations will be
given to and distributed by the
Community Food Bank. Let's
show that UCF really cares
about the needs of the community.
For more information, call
Ted Bogert at 281-0033 or Rick
Young of United Campus Ministries at 275-2070.
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.Right-wing group stops · speech
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

pose deep cuts in state college
funding.
That was when right-wing
students at Illinois, thinking
the leftist United Progressives
would sponsor the Day of Action, decided to beat them to
the punch by reserving an area
called the Quad, and holding
their own rally.
To keep the Quad and the
issue out of their opponents'
hands, Kosinovsky and other
campus conservatives formed
the "Philistine Liberation
Organization," and registered
it as a student group so they
could reserve the area.
"The fact remains you don't
set up a group for the purpose
of keeping other people off of
the- Quad," · said Jennifer
Keller of the United Progressives. "We feel [the Philistine
Liberation Organization]
needs to be punished."
Kosinovsky-who freely
admits the group was formed
to annoy the left "and have
some fun"-noted the PLO's
purpose is to "promote true
egalitarianism, and fight elitism of all kinds such as aca-

faire economics and other petit
bourgeois inhibitions."
Campus conservatives,
Kosinovsky said, were disenchanted with previous efforts
by the left to rally students to
pressure the state Legislature
to increase higher education
funding.
Illinois leftists, he said, held
a funding rally earlier this
year that quickly turned from
campus issues to speeches
about Judge Robert Bork's
nomination to the Supreme
Court, South Africa, homosexual rights, and Nicaragua.
"Based on that first United
Progressives rally, we thought
this would be an easy target to
attack," Kosinovsky said.
"Theleftonthiscampushas
an idea that there are a numberofinternationalissues that
affect the masses. The regime
in Nicaragua somehow gains
when gays in Illinois get
rights."
The Philistines, he said,
hoped to focus exclusively on
the state funding issue at their
rally. "We wanted to prevent

_Detoaeh~·i

Store Hours:
M-F:9:00-7:00
Sat.:9-6
Sun.: 11:00-5:00

MEAT MART - UNION PARK
LET US HELP YOU WITH
YOUR PARN NEEDS!

Conservative University of
Illinois students invented a
Deli Items •Meats • Produce • Seafoods
new student group "as a joke"
to keep a leftist campus group
from holding a rally Oct. 21,
1
1
but now some are charging the
Each
right-wingers used dirty tricks
to deny others the right to
275-9692 • TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER
speak.
....1.s Ml. west of Alafava Tr. 10376 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32817
"We wanted to have some
fun at the expense of the campus left," explained Greg Kosinovsky, president of the facetiously named Philistine Liberation Organization (PLO).
The humor, however,
wasn't universally appreciated. Illinois leftist students
want the group disciplined for
spoiling their rally, and the
student newspaper; the Daily
Illini, blasted the group in an
editorial for attempting to
"control and obstruct the free
speech of another campus organization."
H
36 ~
The controversy erupted
Eat-In or Take-Out
370 E. wy. 4
~
Oct. 21, when students from
Open Mon.· Thurs. 11:30·10 Casselberry
across the state were holding
Fri. & Sal 11:30-11
"DayofAction"ralliestoop- __:d:e:IDI:·~c_:ac:hi:·e~v~e:m:e:n:t~,~l:a:~:s:ez:_~~~-=S=EE~IL=Ll~N~O~l=S~P~A~G:E=-:5J_~S~u~n~.~No~o~n=·1~0==::=::==::=::::=::==::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::=::~

SAFE RIDE HOME
FROM PAGE 1

According to Kinzler, the
last remark may not be true.
"A lot of people tell me they
don't need a card because they
don't drink," she said. "They
don't seem to realize that it
may be a friend who's driving
and they don't want to drive
with him."
Safe Ride Home cards can
be purchased at the Kiosk and
at the Health Resource Center
for $5. They are good from
September 1987 to September
1988.

r------------------,
Delmonico
$2 89
Steaks

• ·

L------------------~

!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

331-4377

Now that you've gotten into Central Florida,
IBM can help you get more out of it.

FINANCIAL AID
FROM PAGE 1

improve, and become more
simplified. Counselors trained
in both divisions will be able to
give the necessary information
in both areas.
The addition of eight counselors working with this program should also enhance recruitment procedures by UCF.
The joining of the systems will
allow for easier tracking of follow-up and decision information.

JOIN THE
GREAT
AMERICAN
SMOKEOUT
THURSDAY,
NOV.19

I

AMERICAN

tgCANCER

fSOCIElY~

EJ

Microsoft 1s a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corpora hon I BM is a registered trademark and P · rsonal System/ 2 1s a trademark of the lnternaltonal Business Machines
Corporalton. rBM 1987
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DRINK RF.SPONSIBIY.
.
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· 20% Discount on all Hair Services with valid UCF/
Westinghouse/R~search Park I.D. with Gloria at

Don's Hair Station
appointments preferred Tues., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

320 Regency Sq.
(next to Melon's) in Casselberry

834-8919

·Term-Paper Due Tomorrow?
Let Us Type It For You! .

1: I
Executive Services

26

"

TERM~

1==:=:::....J DUE:

11/27

We offer word processing, a laser printer,
computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop
Publishing. We also have a copy machine
with color (red and blue) capabilities.

249-1263
Special Discount
Rates for Stude1111 ts
Located in the Holiday Inn, behind the UC6 Theaters

COMPUTERS

The A team consisted of Chuck Sentz, Don
Cross,
Bill Brown and John Weidner, while
FROM PAGEl
members ofthe "B" team included Baugh, Steve
Dick, Mark Schnitzius and Ben Griffen .
Two members from last year's squad, Dave
According to Earl Baugh, a member ofUCF's
B team, the competition was more than intense. Van Brackle and Jim Geist, served as coaches
"Intense is an understatement," he said. "The for this year's squad. Van Brackle said that the
pressure is amazing. It's like having six com- present squad could not be compared to the last
year's team. "They (last year's team) had interputer projects due in an hour.
"No team so_lved a problem for the first one national experience, as well as participating in
and a half hours. It's rough on the confidence." two or three regionals. They were the more
The setup for the competition adds to the experienced team," he said. "None of these
pressure, according to Baugh. "You're using eight had ever been to the Southeast Regional
equipment you've never used before. You look at before."
Van Brackle also noted that last year's team
the problems and you say to yourself, 'You can't
finished third in the Southeast Regionals two
solve any of these."'
Baugh said that even though the B team years before.
The strong performance by the UCF teams
knew it was not eligible for regionals, it still had
in the past few years has helped develop a lot of
its goals.
"One of our objectives was to do better than interest in the program, according to Leeson.
the first team," he said. "We were hoping they When local competition was bei~g held, more
would do better. We hoped we'd finish second than 30 people tried out for the team. The
and (the A team) third so maybe one of the failure to go to internationals will not hinder
members of our team would go onto the other this, Lesson said. "The interest is still going to
be there."
team for the international competition."
Baugh said the team would continue to pracFlorida teams did well in the overall standings. Stetson finished ninth, while other Florida tice together until next year's competition.
schools participating included North Florida They also are trying to organize an all-Florida
(15), Florida International (17) and South Flor- competition that would serve as a tune-up beida (23).
tween the local competition and the Southeast
"There's always a question as to what the regional.
Baugh added, "We showed that we were
results mean," Leeson said. "You can have a
good team, whose strengths don't match well, competitive at the Southeast Region level, and
and they don't do well. Other teams match the we showed that anyone brought from UCF is
problem sets well." He added that the UCF A good."
He added, "Next year, we'll be even
team was picked on the basis of their performstronger."
ance during local competitions.

ILLINOIS
FROM PAGE4

an important issue to all students from becoming a mockery."
However, just minutes before the Philistine rally was to
be held, the conservatives
cancelled.

"We decided none of us has
any experience at organizing
these things," Kosinovsky
said. The group gave its Quad
reservation to the Student
Government Association,
which conducted its own "Day
of Action" rally. Kosinovsky is
also a student government officer.
The United Progressives,

meanwhile, had staged a rally
the previous day because it did
not agree with the student
government's call for a tax
increase to boosthighereducation funding.
To add to the confusion, the
Daily nlini, in an earlier story,
mistakenly had referred to the
Philistine Liberation Organization as the Palestine Libera-

STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE
A RIGHT TO DISPUTE ...
1. The professional judgeinent exercised by an
instructor in assigning a grade.
2., Traffic and parking tickets issued for a violation.
3. Disciplinary actions taken by the University.

Other grievances can be handled by the "Student
Grievance Procedure," as found on page 11 of "The
Golden Rule Student Handbook."
for further information, consult your Golden Rule Student Handbook or call:
ROSS WOLF, Student Government Attorney General @ X 2191 or
. _ CARLA SCHULZ, Student Government Judicial Advisor @ X 2191
Student Government. .. Students Serving Students
Student Government is funded through the Activities & Services Fees as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida

.
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8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.

These coupons are not redeemable with any o.ther coupons.
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SATELLITE DISH
FROM PAGE l
used for both education and entertainment
purposes.
One such educational program entitled "Sex
On Campus" has already been shown.
For those following the presidential campaign route, the debates between the Democratic and Republican candidates will be broad·
cast in February.
Special sporting events are also available,.
thanks to the new dish. Jim Wilson, electronics
technician, explained that now "students don't
need to go off campus to watch the big boxing
matches."
The satellite has also picked up a new music
channel from Canada.
"We're not playing MTV anymore because
there has been a lot of interest in this new
Canadian music network," Colazzo said.
However, there were mixed feelings among
the students in the Wild Pizza who were asked
about the new music channel.
Chris Henderson, a biology major, said, "I
like the Canadian channel a lot better than
MTV." He went on to explain that there is more
variety in the new channel. He said, "On MTV
all you heard was American music. If it wasn't
American, MTV wouldn't play it." He added,
"There are less commercials. On MTV there
was a commercial every 35 seconds."

•

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES
Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistal').ce in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 27 5-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.

FROM PAGE 3

Need?
A Will?

Insurance?

Name Change?

Contracts?

Uncontested

Police?

Dissolution?

Sludcnt Legal Services is funded through Activity & Service F

u

allocated by

the Student Government of Th Univen1ity ofCenlrnl Florida

On the contrary, Mike Santana and Paul
Bronzovich, both UCF seniors, felt that the
music needed to be changed for more variety.
"We only come here during lunch, and it seems
that the same videos are playing over and over
again."
R.J. Noid, an engineering major, "hadn't
even noticed the change in the stations except
that the title of the song and artist is in the
middle of the screen instead of in the left corner."
Craig Markham, also engineering, suggested that they switch off between the Canadian station and MTV to provide more variety.
The overall consensus among students was
that the satellite is a great investment and long
·
overdue. ·
Wilson stated that having the satellite
"opens a lot of doors." He said, "We used to have
satellite hookup with Instructional Resources,
but it was a lot of trouble because we had to
work out a time schedule of when we could use
the satellite. Now since they have their own
satellite dish they can play what they want,
when they want to."
So who gets to choose what gets played.
According to Colazzo, plans are in progress to
expand P AC's Cinema Committee to take care
of visual programming.
Wilson added that they may have a board
with all the listings, so students could choose
the programs they wanted to watch and then
vote on them.

Sarkar feels that he doesn't
drawn from the graduate
school population. Hull-Ryde, have too much of a problem in
however, charged no depart- his classes as far as students
ment on any of the 9 campuses being able to understand him.
actually has given an English "The students that aren't
test since the law was passed doing well in the class are the
ones that usually complain."
in 1983.
Roy Reid remarks that,
UCF graduate teaching assistant, Dilip Sarkar who "This is a touchy subject; one
teaches computer science, says that is representative of a twothat he really wouldn't mind a sided, no end situation." He
monitor in the classroom. "I does stress, however, that stuthink it would be a good idea so dents can do something about
I could get some feedback con- it.
cerning my accent," says Sar- College Press Service was used
in compiling this story.
kar.

ACCENTS

Problems with?
Landlords?

rector of the FSA
"The type of action that the
inclividual university takes is
up to them. We are merely
making suggestions," says
Hull-Ryde.
Under Florida law, department chairmen at the state
campuses can administer
English proficiency tests to
instructors, who typically are
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emostexet
few hours
you'll spend week.
Just because you'll be· spending the next four years in college,
doesn't Inean you have to spend thein sitting behind a desk. Get
out and run, clim.b, swiin, dive, navigate. And learn to lead. In the
one college course that m.ight just be the most exciting few hours
you'll spend all week. Enroll in the Ariny Reserve Officers
Training Corps. There's no obligation. But there is a challenge.
And satisfaction. And rewards.

ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAIN INC ·CORPS

Eriroll in MIS 1031,
.MIS 140·0, MIS .2121, MIS 2300
Telephone 275-2430 for more information .
.
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WAYNE DENSCH, INC.
U.C.F. R·ep. Jenny Gilleece
679-6622
© 1986 Anheuser-Busch Beverage Group, Inc., St. Louis, MO
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Thursday's Feelings:
Happy for Knights ....
Tuesday's Orlando Sentinel brought happy news
for Knights' fans: they still hav~ a realistic playoff
chance.
After Saturday's loss to Florida A&M, the prevailing attitude around campus seemed to be "We had a
great team this-year, but we fell short. Wait until next
season, we'll be even better." Admittedly, even The
Central Florida Future had the same attitude.
But that was before Monday's Division II poll came
out. The Knights only dropped into a tie for 11, and
their chance to make the playoffs increased as four
teams above them take the field against each other
this weekend.
Tie that in with the fact the Knights draw over
11,000 at the Florida Citrus Bowl, which is a lot of
fans for a Division II school, and with Walt Disney
World right next door, that makes an attractive
playoff site for a Division II playoff game.
So it is doubly important to go out and support the
Knights as they battle Morningside this Saturday. A
big crowd at the final game, coupled with a victory by
the Knights, could make UCF even more attractive
and help influence the playoff selection committee.
So drop what your doing, cancel those plans and go
see the Knights this Saturday, because we only have
one more chance to make the playoffs, and this is it.

fH~

WNfOOCKABL~S

In search of the finest commode

The ballots have been piling up and in a couple of
days our blue ribbon panel of bathroom design experts will begin touring campus commoderies,
Recently, the federal government came out with searching for UCFs finest rest rooms.
Of course, they won't be touring every single stall.
ratings on the individual airlines and what percentage of the time a flight arrived when it was supposed Such an effort would be a tremendous assault on the
to. American Air11nes arrived at the top spot bv senses. Instead, the judges will inspect the batharriving within 15 minutes of the scheduled time 84.5 rooms suggested by you in our first annual Campus
Commode Contest. There's still time to be heard.
percent of the time.
Send the location of your favorite campus bathroom
At least four other airlines settled in around the 80 via campl,ls mail to The Central Florida Future. Or,
percent mark, and for the most part, the individual just drop it by our editorial office. (It's the ugly white
airlines were pleased with the results. In fact, don't trailer near the Health Center).
be surprised if American Airlines produces a number
So far, the overwhelming leader in this year's
of commercials emphasizing their number one competition is the second floor men's room in Phillips
status.
Hall. Running a close second is a bathroom on the
fourth
floor of Phillips Hall. The ballots don't specify
Yet, during this week, two airline crashes in
whether
it's a men's or ladies' room; could it be it's a
Denver and Wisconsin have killed at least 34 people.
unisex
facility?
Tsk. Tsk. Those business people are
Plus, the discussion is continuing on the Detroit
always
up
to
funny
stuff.
crash last summer that saw 156 people die.
Just an editorial comment. We haven't received
The Central FwridaFuture believes that a study of any votes for CEBA's bathrooms. I have two theories
arrival times is unimportant in an era where riding to explain this:
through the skies has become so dangerous.

... angry at airlines

Airlines should not be concentrating on how fast
they are putting people back on the ground, but
rather they should combine their efforts and.find out
how they can prevent themselves from putting people
in the ground.

•THREE.CHEERS

Editor:
Within the past few issues, you
have printed a number of letters in
which the cheerleaders have been
unfairly exploited. On their behalf,
I would like to set a few things
straight, and give acclaim where
credit is due. It is time to commend
them for their dedication not only
to the football team, but in leading
the thousands of fans that attend
the game weekly.

1f:rhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (305) Z75-Ui01, News Office (305) Z75-Zs65

Editor in Chief
Donald Wittekind
Managing Editor
Copy Editor
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confettl Editor
Art Director
Photo Editor
Production Manager
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Ad ProducHon Manager
Classified Ad Manager
Subscriptions Manager

Chris Richcreek
Tim Ball
Samantha J. Griffin
ScottWallln
Cindy Cowen
Leslie Jorgensen
Angle Hyde
Elizabeth A. Healy

Since the first football game
against Bethune-Cookman they
have taught the crowd a number of
chants in support of the team.
(Defense, Go ... Go ... ) Never before
in the history of the University of
Central Florida has the crowd
been so eager to help yell for the
team. And let's not · forget the
'wave' that took place during the
Homecoming game. For weeks
prior, the squad would motion to
the fans, and little by little their
efforts were successful. The tum-

Paul Stephenson
Jan Hemp
Jim Donato
Mike McColllster
Kelly Darcangelo

Opinions expressed In Tiu Ce111ral Florida F11111Te are those of the editor or writer and not
nec9'sarily those of the Board of Publications, Unlllersity Administration, or Board of
Regents. Letters to the Editor must be typed and Include the author's signature,
major and phone number. Letters are subject to editing and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper. Tiu CeruralFloridaFwJure Is a free. non-profit. twice
weekly newspaper published during the academic year.
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• engineering students don't like their bathrooms, or
• engineering students don't use bathrooms (this
presents unpleasant ramifications).

1

•••
Loyal fans: Three cheers this week for Don and

Nonna Marks of Zell wood. Don and Norma were
graduated from UCF over ten years ago and have
held season tickets every since the football program's
inception. Last week they heard a rumor that Student G<>vemrnent was sponsoring a bus ride to the
FAMU game (a rumor which of course was true). So
they drove down to campus Saturday morning and
bought a bus ride with a bunch of rowdy students.
That's dedication to the Home Team. We need more
alumni like you, Don and Norma.

bling, partner stunts, and cheers of such organizations as the cheerthat the cheerleaders perform leaders. As an editor, I believe it
throughout the game were not would be more to the university's
perfected overnight. They have advantage and of your interest to
been together since May practicing support the leaders of the univera minimum of eight hours a week sity instead of continually downto perform what is seen on Satur- grading them for what they are
day nights. This August the var- not doing. The varsity cheerleadsity squad packed up their suit- ers, like the football team have
cases and traveled to Memphis, worked extremely hard to repreTennessee where they attended a sent the university the best they
six-day training camp. From sun- can. The varsity squad has many
rise to late afternoon they learned more notable qualities that they
and perfected new material that are given credit for. And anyone
they had to perform and compete who does not believe that it is hard
with. Having squads there from as work should attend one of their
far as Canada, the competition practices. Keep up the good work
was stiff. Yet, they earned Supe- cheerleaders.
rior ribbons for every performance
and brought back a trophy. BeName withheld by request.
cause of this, Universal Cheerleading Association · has invited
the varsity cheerleading squad to
perform nationally where the uni- Letters to the Editor must be typed
versity and our state will be repre- and include the author's 'signasented. Let's face it, the cheerlead- ture, major and phone number.
ers are awesome.
Anonymity may be granted upon
specific request.Letters are subject
It is unfortunate that we, as a to editing and become the copyuniversity are not more supportive righted property ofthe newspaper.
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GR~T AMERICAN 5

SMOKEOUT

r-------------------------------,
Adoption Papers

1

I,
, as a non-smoker, will take it upon myself
to help
on the path to smokelessness. For
my part I will provide you with constant encouragement fruit and
peanuts if need be, and a shoulder to cry on.
It will be expected that _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ will assist me by
adhering to the following suggestions:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

l. Hide cigar$ttes, ashtrays, lighters & matches.
2. Tell all your friends that you have been adopted and will not smoke
on the day of the Great American Smokeout (GAS), the third
Tueday in November.
3. Call on your foster non-smoker (me!) in times of weakness.
4. Refrain fronm frequenting smoke filled rooms.
. 5. Repeat to y9urself over and over 'not smoking is a GAS.·

TAKE A BREATHER
Join the Great American
Smokeout on Thursday, November 19. Millions of smokers across the country will
take a break and try not to
smoke for 24 hours. How
about you? Or, if you don't
smoke, adopt a smoker for the
day and promise to help that
friend get through the day
without a cigarette.

FREE

1

II
I

1,
, the foster non-smoker will try to cajole the afore mentioned
smoker to continue on the r6ad to smokelessness following the Great American
Smokeout. but this formal arrangement wil~ conclude 24 hours after it began.

I Signed:
I
(nonsmoker)

Signed:
'

Date: _ _
(temporary smoker)

L-------------------------------~

COLD TURKEY Special at the OASIS!

Pl Kappa Alpha
Brothers. INGRESSS this Fril I Good luck to all
contestants I I Congratulations Campus
Football Champions-Good luck at New
Orleans! Please contribute to Byron's College Sweatshirt Fund cause his mind ·is a
terrible thing.
Men. our Fifth Annual Flremans Ball is
December 4. Tickets are on sale now. LISA
V, will you attend the ball with me JEFF?,
and find Scott a date. Please be there this
FRIDAY guys. Support your candidate this
week. Bye Bye now.

Zeta Tau Alpha
Friday night Is cartoon night with Kt., TKE
and DC. Bugs Bunny. Jetsons, and
Flintstones galore! See you all there! Also.
Saturday night-all Greek Picnic before the
game.
Oena Dena Dena
Football season was great! Thanks to
Christy and our awesome team! Now get
ready for volleybaU excitement!! Don't
forget composite pictures at the quad this
afternoon.

lntervarslty Christian Fellowship
·come let us worship and bow down. Let
us kneel before the Lord our Maker.·
(Psalms 95:6) Join IVCF this Friday ot7 p.m.
for a special time of prayer and worship.
Student Cntr-227
Student Personnel Association
CONGRATULATIONS, Usa Turner. SlCXXl
ASPA SG:holarshlplll
Members meeting: Thursday. 19 th. 4 p.m.
(ADMIN 3rd floor)
Check out new bulletin board 2nd floor
HPHI Visit: CareUnlt: Nlonday. 23rd-Della
# 658-2628
TEAM UCF. The bicycle racing team Is
looking for students interested In racing
next season. Coll Tim at 273-8849 or Rici< at
277-4960.

Kappa Dena

Kt. Sisters love our super pledges! Julie you
did a great job with peps. Congratulations
to our new officers! Get psyched tor four
way social Friday nite with ZIA. TKE +DC!
Us ore #11
Panhellenk: Councll
Our lost football game Is Nov. 21 +
Panhellenic + IFC are sponsorhg -Greek
Knights Feast.· Greeks be sure to come
our to the lake by the stadium from 5-7 +
then cheer on the Knights to victory over
Morningside. Congrats to tU: they begin
building their house in Feb. What iS everybody doing on Dec. 4 or 5? Better get your
dates now!
Alpha Tau Omega
Congratulations new littte sisters! Tausthis Is YOUR weekend! Remember-you
get our of it what your put Into It! Porty otter
the game Sat. Volleyball tonight. 9:15, In
the gym.

Alpha Epsllon Rho
Attention an RTV. film. joumallsm. and
communication majors. gon experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 leaning resources lecture room.

Bapttsa Campus Ministries
Everyone is invited to KNIGKTUTE an evening of Christion recreation. fUn and
friends. KNIGKTLITE is held Thursday evenings at 6:30 p.m. in the SOL across from
mailboxes. A BCM activity ·because we
care about u:

Available. beautiful 2 bedroom 2 bath
apartments ot Forest Highlands. Apts. Call
282-5657 for Information.
For rent 2 bdrm/2bath across from CF. full
carpet '+ kitchen. w/d conn S400 available now Call 281-1777 evenings. 12183
Des Cortes Ct.
Dec rent free or200 off lease l bedroom l
bath apt take over lease. pools and tennis. Call Craig at ~-2920.

UCF Role-Playing Club
We meet In Phillips Hall Rm# 104 on FRIDAY
nights at 6 p .m. This Friday wlll be our lost
official meeting for the fall semester. Do
not worry we will return In spring.

Granada 78 Great Car only 5850.00 call
ot leave message 843-2169.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions.
Coll l-005-687-6CXXl Ext. GH-4628 for current repo list.

Male Roommate wanted. walking distance to UCF. directly behind Pike quad. 2
Bdr. 2 1/2 both. washer. dryer. coll Dave
277-4766 otter 10:00 p .m.
Female to shore 2 bdrm/l bath with some.
S165 + l /2. Acrossstreetfrom UCF. ColJodl
before 5:30 p.m. at 859-7410 ext 2428.
Young pro seeks mature m/f to share 2br/
2b opt fuly furnished except for 2nd br.
$250 m + l /2 utilities Sutton Place Apts. Call
ofter 6 677-6225
Roommate needed to share gorgeous 3bedroom. 2-bath house on Pork Ave.
Washer/dryer, flrepkx::e. 250/month + 1/3
utilities. Call Murat 647-3112 (evenings) or
281-5211 (days)
Roommate (female preferred) to shore
housew/mole+ female private room, use
of hous,e/wosher/dryer/mlcrowave. 15
mlnfromUCF. Sl50+ l/3util.Col 3t»-1919.
loove msg. checked hourly.

Apple lie computer w/printer. monochrome monitor. joystick. wp, games.
Perfect condition. S1150 OBO 249-1986
OOOGE ARIES '85 29CXXJ mnes. service
contract, several options. S4995 695-3428
Surfboard. Twin-fin. 6'2· good cond. w/
racks 5140249·1986
Need f\.mlture for next semester? for sole:
Twin bed with comforter, dust ruffle. pillow
shams. and sheets. 5: drawer chest.
dishes. silverware. shower/curto n. and

rugs.
Available In Decembe<I
Call Debra 277-6318
8 l Dodge Omni Excellent Condition.
S1200 282-6235 olr cond. automatic.
Tournament-ploy ping pong table inc
accessories only S60 282-6869.
1973 Codiloc Limo .. Pnvocy Partition.
Jump Seat, mechonlcally excellent.
Reody to woric today Sl 786.00 36&-8275.

Excellent Income for home assembly
work. For Info call 504-646-1700. Dept. P307.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed / Revised I Typed - 657-0J79
Typing /word processing: Grad quality
work. editing. technical. 366-0538.
Professional Word Processing

*

*

Student Discount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Winter Park - lmmed. off 1-4
ABORTJON SEIMCES. birth control Information. pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening. low cost. con11dentlal services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organtzatlon
Flnanclal old for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Coll HIDJ-USA-1221
ext 0627.

ABORTION SERVICES
Local or IV Sedation. Early Pregnancy Test.
Nlomlng-otter treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health core
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Orlando
Experienced baby-smerGoodwlth kids of
all ages. Available Monday, Friday, and
Saturday nights. Tuesday and Thursday
mornings unti noon. Reasonable rates.
CaK275-477l.

PREGNANT?
Free pregnancy tests. No appointment
necessary. Pregnancy information and
referral. Confidential. True Life Choice
Pregnancy Center 1405 W. Fairbanks
Ave .. Winter Park 647-1477.

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
BECKER CPA REVIEW wil be holding on
lnvitationot closs on Nov 21 at HJ Plaza (14 & Lee Rd) . If 'nterested In attending. coll
collect (813) 963-7403 ask for Donnie.

R~UM~/TYPESETTING
Professional Losertypesettlng. mony
types of documents. Fast h.maround.
Klni<'o's Coples Across from UCF
Open 7 days o week 658-9518.

For term papers. plus at good rotes call
657-3502. Quality paper. Choice of type.
Call days early evenings and weekends.
Just 2 miles from UCFI

customized wordprocesslng iervlces.
Resumes. reports, e1c. Goldenrod and
University. 678-4306.
PROMPT TYPING - 25 years experience.
Theses. manuscripts, papers. etc Experience In moth equations. 50C per page
double space. Vicinity East Colonial and
Alotaya Trail. Call 658-2067 .
TYPING. Fast. speclol discount. New location Call Berny 629-0545.
Word Processing Services.
Reports Resumes. Cover Letters. 5 min
from UCF. Coll: Betty/Hector
657-4227

TERM PAPER BLUES?
Relax. let Words 'N Stuff help. Quality typing & wordprocesslng Free pickup & delivery.
WORDS 'N STUFF 679-520S

·n-E NITE O'M.. SECRETARV· Typing service
Free kittens . CoJ LeRoy at 332-6847.

HYP OSIS for memory Improvement. orudety. bod habits. lnsorm10. $pOrts perfections. Special sf\Jdent rate5. Dr. Bill Hansen
College students lntecested In earning o
free spring break n the Bohomosl Call
Campus Tours. Inc. a (305) 523-TOUR.
that's (305) 523-8686.

Roommate to shore 2b-2b at Sunkey Apts.
can 628-2996 days or 679-7907 eves.

Air Traffic Controllers
No aviation exp. nee. 18-62K per yr application Info l-813-254-lATC.

Female roommate wants some to shore
2br/2bo home 5250 + 1/2 utiilies. 20 mnutes fo UCF cal 898-6350 >6

Pizza Inn Whter Park needs delivery drivers/cooks. Excenent pay. Need own car
w/proper
urance. Must be 18 or over
call Mork-days 678-1655

Roommate wonted or someone to take
over lease. One bedroom. furnished. onehalf of 5340, +one-half of utilities. December rent paid and can move In on December 10. Call 277-0607.

Waitress wanted: some lunches & evenings. Must be dependable call Beth J.R.
Jakes 677-4169.

Alltypesofstudentdocuments.Sameday
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing .
Fast• Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9WJ

tor

all types of student documents. Fast
accurate and reasonable Call anytime·
679-0690.

679-1011

Wanted casual student for 3 lxfrm house

Sherwood Forest 190/mo 190 dep 1/3 util
need by Dec 1call898-7640 Morris or Bill
more tun than Is legolty allowed hl.XTYI

2br 2bth duplex walking distance From
UCF 5197 .50 + 1/2 uti. Coll 282-6869.

Photo Marketing Firm needs Part-time
Help. No exp needed. must own 35mm
camera. Must be professional In appearance. 1-800-628-4509 for oppt.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Share a house $120.00 monthly. Call before 2:30 p .m . 365-5796.

Alcoholic Anonymous Meets
Every Tuesday at 6 p.m.
call 281-5841.

DettaGomma
Were we the happy campers or what?I
Retreat was awesome! Deb, thanks for all
your hard work. Now, everyone hir those
volleyball courts! Ler 's go. Delta Gamma!
P.S. Exams ore coming.

llllllll1iltllll

SALES TRAINEE Salary plus commission.
S300 to S500 per week. Port/full time. Call
P.J. 297-1147 .

ATTENTION GREEKS!
National Greek Week vocol1on promoters
wanted. Earn High commissions, free
Caribbean vocations and airline tickets!
Meet people and gain recOQnltlon on
your campus as a Notional Greek Week
Promoter. Call toll free 1-800-52$-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.

Attn: Northerners! (Gas & V cheap)
Roodtrip up 1-95 - Boston for Xmas Dec.
10 return Jon. 13. If you live off 95 anywhere up North and wont to go either way
call Michele 281-1609.

FAST TYPING SERVlCE
Welcome back Knights! A. Able Typing Is
Introducing a frequent service prOQrom.
Sova 20'I. by letting us do an your typing.
Join now and save. Call about detais.
Quick profes.sionol service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Vise & Moster
Card. Over 16.700satls11edstudents and 4
grouches -- 671-3002.

"
Tutoring avaioble for all classes over JO yrs
experience call 645-1858
Finally Rnolsll There's stil hope I For Professional Help In Calculus. Algebra. Trig .. and
Physics call 366-8275.

•

Read the classifieds on the commode.
(Read what you can on the can)
For information on how to place a classified ad, call Mike at The Central Florida Future. 275-2601.

The CLAST... will you pass?
.
Get help with
Getting Ready for the CLAST

PREPARE FOR:

Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics
The 1987 edition Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
~

.L
Whe~

Ask for It at your bookstore .

H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

the Knights Win...You ·w in!

UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS CAN RENT
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK OUR
FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

VIDEO RENTAL
11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door to the Photography Studio)

•

ill;:?

Call Days Even;ngs & Weekends

, ~1-t.
KllPIAN
~

Educational Center

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

678-8400
Classes Starting

Dec. 1st

For lnfunnatlon About Other Permanent Centers
In MPte Than 120 Major US Cllles & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL FREE: 100-223·1712
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RUTLAND'S

lCJ

A distinctive men's and women's apparel

store which has served the Central
Florida community for
over fifty years.
Colonial
Plaza

Park Avenue,
Winter Park

Altamonte

894-3061

645-4661

834-3061

Mall

---:---------------------1

•

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

•

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

•

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME
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Women's.bas·k etball will
make best of rebuilding year
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The
UCF
women's basketball
program will begin
laying down the
foundations to a
bright future this
season under first
year coach Beverly
Knight.
"It is definitely a
rebuilding year and
will probably be a
lo~g, tou~h season,"
Beverly Knight
said Kmght, who
inherits a team that finished 3-23 last season.
"But we are going to be positive and persistent
as we lay the foundation."
Senior guard Anita Terlecky and sophomore
guard Kacie Kemmer return from last year's
team. Terlecky, who averaged 7.5 points and
4. 7 rebounds a game, and Kemmer were both
spot starters last year. Knight will look to Terlecky and Mamie Schmidt, the team's only
other senior and a redshirt last season, for team
leadership.
Knight, hired in September, did not have a
chance to recruit for this season. However,
there are several talented newcomers including
a pair of freshmen from Sarasota Riverview
High School, Nina Nunes and Bo Cox. Several
redshirts from last year will also contribute.

Knight feels it will take some time to adjust.
"There is a lot of adjustment going on," said
Knight. "The girls are adjusting to what I am
like and I am adjusting to them."
The team only has nine players and lacks
size. The tallest UCF player is 6 foot which,
according to Knight, is small for women's basketball.
"We will be facing players 6-3 and 6,-5," said
Knight. "Hopefully we can make that up with
sound fundamentals."
The lack of size and depth has made the team
work harder.
"With only nine players, they know they have
to reach down and perform at a higher level,"
said Knight. "But our attitude is good and we
are working hard to improve everyday.
"Our weaknesses increase our desire to play
better."
In her first year as coach, Knight will not use
the won-loss record as a success indicator.
"Our success will be measured in areas such
as discipline and intensity rather than our
record," said Knight. "We will be playing to win
but we just want to play good basketball."
A tough schedule will also hamper the young
team, which has three sophomores and three
freshmen. UCF opens its 1987-88 campaign
against North Carolina, a traditionally strong
basketball school, on Nov. 27 at UCF Gymnasium.
"I can only ask that they do their very best
everytime they step on the court," Knight said.
"And popefully we can surprise some people."

L1llllll\TE Jll~I\TJU1

EDUCATION
BUILDING/GYM
SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 12
7:00 P.M.

INCONCflU /
,. ,,·':"

I
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TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL SELECT-A-SEAT OUTLETS
ALL SEATS (GENERAL ADMISS10N) PRICED AT $10.00
Student Tickets $8.00 Available at the Kiosk
Availability of tickets is limited, so order your tickets now!
For Select-A-Seat information in your area, call 1-800-323SEAT or UCF Athletic Department (305) 275-2256/2139
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PKA wins fo.o tball .title

TAKE A BREATHER
NOVEMBER 19, 1987

just seconds remaining and,
with the conversion pass, led
by Paul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR
14-0 at the break.
Lambda Chi's only score
Check your calendar. If it's came on its first possession of
November, it's time for the the third quarter. Quarterguys in green to have their back Mark Lewellyn threw a
shot at Bourbon Street.
cross-field, touchdown pass to
But in a performance all too center John Urban in the right
realistic of past years' short- corner of the end zone. The
comings, Lambda Chi Alpha conversion attempt failed and
succumbed to Pi Kappa Alpha, the score remained,14-6.
20-6, in the finals of the camThe Pikes put the game on
pus Division A flag football ice on the ensuing drive on a
championship Tuesday after- fourth down touchdown pass.
noon. With the victory, the The conversion attempt was
Pikes earned a spot in the no good but the final margin
national tournament Jan. 1 was set, 20-6.
"This is a big trip (to New
held in New Orleans.
Quarterback Todd Taylor Orleans) for us, there will be a
put Pike in front midway lot of preparations," said Tay'iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil through the first half with an lor. "There's really no way of
8-yard touchdown run. The telling how we'll play until we
extra point pass to John Poor get there."
"They played a good ball
made it 7-0.
PREVIEW
After Lambda Chi, which game," Lewellyn said. "The
FROM PAGE 16
has played in the campus fi- ~alls went their way but that's
nals in three of the past four the breaks. They11 represent
and never won, failed on UCF well."
years
season recepition mark.
In the campus B division,
"I think our kids will have fourth-and-inches, the Pikes
engineered
the
first
half
s
final
Polk
Hall defeated Christian
some fun lining up against
Student
Association, 14-7. In
scoring
drive.
Taylor
tossed
a
Ford," said Mondt.
15-yard touchdown strike to the women's division, the
He added that he is expect- guard Dave Ritterhoff with Pubsters defeated Pi Phi, 14-0.
ing UCF to attempt to run up
the score. "That's kind of what . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
everybody does," Mondt said.
"That's what games are all
about.
"We know they have a good
football team. We've seen
them on film. But I think every
team we've played is very
much in tune with the playoffs."
Morningside has played five
teams that have been ranked,
including North Dakota State,
the defending national champion.

COAD
FROM PAGE 16

Coad plans to serve in the
Army for three years after he
leaves UCF. But that may
have to wait because McDowell has offered Coad a position
as a graduate assistant coach.
He is scheduled to graduate
this summer as a criminal justice major, and Coad said he
plans to obtain a master's
degree in public administration. He also plans to marry his
fiance, Donna Brownlee, this
summer.
Coad said his family has
been supportive. It was that
support that helped Coad overcome a car accident he had last
spring.
"Not many people can ·go
through a windshield and land
on the interstate (1-4) and live
through it," said Coad, who
suffered cuts to head and body.
"I'm a very fortunate guy."
In the meantime, UCF is
driving for a national championship and is counting on
Coad's play at linebacker.
"You've got to be a little crazy
to play linebacker," he said.
"You have to sacrifice your
body a little but it's fun.
"Off the field, I try to forget
about football and relax. But
once I put on the pads, it's like
a whole new me. It turns on the
switch and I have fun hitting
people.
"I think it's to my advantage
to be small. What coach Moss
always tells me is I was born in
a hitting position."

keeteir's
NEW

•

'

. Hoyt

B-B-Q-PIT &
24 HOUR BREAKFAST
.HOUSE

•

AND SKEETER'S
•

Get Acquainted Week

c

c

(offer good through Nov. 26th, 1.987)

25% Off any meal with Student I.D.

OPEN _24 ·uouRS
Corner of Aloma & 436 (Next To McDonalds)
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"Take 'Posession
.of Your Body... "'
FREE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE LECTURE

Jack H. Thornton, C.S.B.
of Marblehead, Mass.
Member of the Christian
Science Board of Leadership

Sunday, November 29,
1987 at 3:00 P.M.
First Church of Christ, Scientist
New York and Whipple Avenues
Winter Park, Florida
Free
Child Care
Provided

Free
Parking

ALL ARE WELCOME

f' ~ n~ ~ Source,

Inc.

Computer Systems
•
•

$995.00
Source TURBO System

•
•

•
•
•

•

Factory Direct at Wholesale
Prices: Proof of Student or •
Faculty standing required.
•

~~ -

~~milii
!PoU'®USource, Inc.

Full IBM Compatlblllty
15 Mo. Limited Warranty
640K Motherboard with
Parity Check
AT Selectric Type Keyboard
Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP ( Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer ) Card
150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
Panasonic 1080 I
Printer + Cable
Keyboard Selectable
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Rated 3.1 on Norton Utilities
Optional 8087
Co-Processor Slot
8 Expansion Slots for
Easy Expansion
2 360K 51 /4• Floppy Disk
Drives

Women's socer team
ready for final four
goals, respectively.
"They have some people who can score, but
they don't play a possession type style," Rudy
said. "Instead, they counterattack playing from
back to front and playing long balls.
"I foresee it being an even game played from
end to end."
.
Because of their counterattacking style~
Massachusetts has only had 285 shots on goal
compared to UCF's attacking style which has
41 7 shots. Their defense has only allowed six
goals and boasts 14 shutouts.
UCF and Massachusetts each currently hold
12 game winning streaks. UCF, 13-4 and
ranked seventh, has had eight straight shutouts. Massachusetts, 19-1 and ranked second,
has lost only to top-ranked North Carolina.
Massachusetts is no stranger to postseason
play, having been in the playoffs for seven
straight years. However, they have never gotten past the semifinals.
"They have never won a game at this stage
level," said Rudy. "And they have been in the
playoffs since 1981."
Just two wins separates UCF from a title
that they were not able to play for last season.
Despite being 15-3-1 in 1986, UCF was denied
a bid to the NCAA playoffs. Last year's disappointment has served as a rallying cry for this
year's team.
"The best part of getting to the Final Four is
for our seniors from last year who did not get to
go to the playoffs," Rudy said. "This year in part
js dedicated to them as we want to make it up to
them .
"It is not much but it is the best we can do for
them and the ones I have talked to are very
excited."

by Chris Brody
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The women's soccer team will be making its
final journey in a quest for the national championship this weekend.
UCF will play Massachusetts, the Final Four
host, Saturday at 1 p.rn. in a semifinal match.
The other semifinal pits North Carolina against
California-Berkeley and will precede the UCFMass'a chusetts game at 11 a.m. The winners
tangle at high noon Sunday for the championship.
The matches will be played at Warren
McGuirk Stadium on the University of Massachusetts campus in Amherst. However, Rudy
said that Massachusetts has not played on the
field this year. Rudy also felt that the weather,
which presents the possibility of snowing, will
not have any effect either.
"The weather will affect Massachusetts
also," said Rudy. "It is easier to go from playing
in hot to cold weather than vice versa.
"I don't see any advantage for Massachusetts
playing up there."
UCF defeated NC State 3-0 in the quarterfinals last weekend. Rudy feels that Massachusetts, which advanced with a 3-1 victory over
Connecticut, is similar to NC State.
"They are going to be a lot like NC State in
that they have three quick front liners, a strong
midfield and a defender that attacks very well,"
Rudy said.
The top two scorers for Massachusetts come
from unlikely sources. Defender Debbie Belkin
and forward Catherine Spence, who comes off
the bench, each have 11 goals this season. Beth
Roundtree and April Kater have 10 and nine

SECOND ROUND
Completed Nov. 16

1

8

9

7

NATIONAL COLLEGIATE
WOMEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP
UNC (2-0)

W & M (1-0)

SEMIFINALS

On campus of
U. Mass.
Nov. 21

UCSB (1-0)

at

11 :00

om

Cal-Berk. (3-0)
·Cal-Berk.

FINALS

On campus of
U. Mass.

3400 Bartlett Blvd. •Orlando, FL

32811•(305)648-0501 ·Dealer
Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free:
000-634-4685

Nov. 22

·NC State

CHAMPION

at 12:00 pm

UCF (3-0)
SEMIFINALS

~HERWOOD

On campus of
U. Mass.
Nov. 21

Connecticut (1-0)

CAPITAL. INC.

Sherwood Capital, Inc. is a major brokerage
firm with over 30 offices from coast to coast.

at 1:00 pm
U. Mass. (3-1)

• U. Mdss.

·
• Indicates Host lnstlMion

We will be interviewing on campus
December 2, 1987
Local office now hiring:

11300 FOURTH ST. N. #300
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33702
Manager:

JOHN L. CSENGE

PHONE (813) 577-6600
If you want to explore an exciting career. as a
sales representative in the securities industry
see your Career Guidance Office.
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THE STOCK EXCHANGE QUESTIONS PEOPLE ASK ABOUT US
WHA'I'. IS THE STOCK EXCHANGE?

WHAT IS A CONSIGNMENT STORE?

1lfE srocK EXCHANGE Is a COJ?slgnment store for gently used
home furnishings and antiques. Brtng us any of your lovingly
cared for antiques, fumtturc, lampa, flnejewchy, linens, china.
sterling silver, crystal, glassware, pictures, rugs, etc. that you
no longer use. Someone else will love them.

A consignment store sclls your things for you and shares In the
proftl At THE Sl'OCKEXCHANGE you receive 66 2/3 % of the
selling prtcc of your artlclcs. We keep 1/3 for our servtce ·you
make money while we do the work.

YOUR SHOPPING ENJOYMENT! II
If you are looking for an unusual accessory for your home, a
unique gtfl:. or your money's worth In the fine workmanship,
mellowness and charm of older plccca, THE STOCK EX·
CH.ANGE IS THE PLACE FOR YOUI

RING 894-2502
1115 North Mills Avenue
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Knights .cling to playoff hopes
by Scott Broden
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

The Knights.' football game
against Morningside (4-6) this
Saturday at 7 p.m. could be
their last game of the season,
or it could be their last chance
to impress the NCAA Division
II playoff selection commitee.
To make the playoffs, UCF
(7-3), ranked 11th in the latest
poll, needs to be considered at
least a top eight team.
"We got a chance," coach
Gene McDowell said. "If we
win this week, we'll move up
some. Four of the teams that
are ranked ahead of us are
playing each other.
"It's confusing though. I
don't know whether to do a
celebration for the seniors at
the end of this game or wait."
The seniors may be playing
in their last game of their careers.
Quarterback Darin Slack
said that his college career has
gone fast. "It's been so quick. I
feel in my heart I've done everything I could have done to
make this program better," he
said.
"fve achieved most of my
personal goals. The only three
goals I have left are the playoffs, the national championship and one other personal
goal." Slack refused to say
what his personal goal was.
"Win or lose, rn know I gave it

my best.
"As long as there's a chance, "If we don't go (to
we're going to try to win. If we
don't go, then we can say we the playoffs), then
won eight games, and it shows we can say we won
we've started building a tradi- eight games, and it
tion."
Tailback Robert Ector shows we've started
agreed with Slack, saying, "I'm building a tradijust hoping for another chance tion."
right now. I'm starting this
-Darin Slack
weekend, so I want to go out
UCF
Quarterback
and have a big game."
Ector will be trying to run
the ball around a potential AllAmerican linebacker, Tim game like a regular game, n
McCabe, who has 11 7 tackles, said Sylvester Bembery, a
two fumble recoveries and four nose guard. "We're going to
play this like it's a regular
interceptions.
"I've got a lot of confidence FAMU game because if we do
in my line," Ector said. "rm not have a shot, we've got to do the
worried about him. One man best we can."
can't make a difference."
"You never want to end your
Offensive tackle Craig Ro- last game with a loss," linedrigue, who may be assigned to backer Mike Coad said. "I'm
block McCabe, said, "You al- just more worried about endways just want to play. Look- ing this game on a good night."
ing at this game, you can't
The defense will be facing a
imagine it being over. Espe- freshman quarterback, Mike
cially those of us who have McCune, who has completed
been playing so long.
27 of 62 passes for 356 yards
"I feel happy with the ac- with one touchdown and four
complishments with the team interceptions.
since I've been here. There's a
Morningside's strongest
lot of satisfaction in knowing runner is Tom Kenny, who has
how far we seniors have rushed for 304 vRrds.
Eleven of ·Morningside s
brought this team from when
we were 2-9 when we were players are from Florida. "This
freshman to where we are should be a battle of Florida,"
now."
Morningside coach Erv Mondt
Defensively, seven seniors said. "We've got a lot ofF1orida
could be playing in their last kids who will be fired up to
game. "We're treating this play in front of their friends

and family."
Three of those players, Daral Thomas, Todd Smith and
Todd Speight will be playing
against wideout Bernard
Ford, who is still nursing an

injured right ankle. Ford,
who h!iS caught 68 catches
needs eight receptions to
break Ted Wilson's single
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 14
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Proving the critics wrong, ·again
UCF'S linebacker Mike Coad has proven he's built for football
by Scott Broden
ASST SPORTS EDITOR

Mike Coad has proven the critics
wrong who said he was too short to play
football after graduating from Northeast High School in St. Petersburg in
1984.
But Coad, a stocky 5-11, 225 linebacker, is having a banner year and
leads UCF in tackles with 119.
"There were people who told me
football was a good career in high
school for me but nothing more," said
Coad, who sports an ROTC crew cut.
"I've used football to get me through

school."
Coad has succeeded beyond his lrigh
school days, when he earned All-Suncoast honors.
"He plays like a 6-6, 240 pound linebacker because of his intensity and his
knowledge of the game," UCF linebacker coach Melvin Flournoy said.
Coad began his college career at
Jones County Junior College in Ellisville, Miss., where he earned All-State
and All-Region honors. He also was a
captain of a junior college All Star team
in 1985.
Small colleges offered scholarships
to Coad his second year of junior college, but Coad said he wanted to get
~:::::m1~r----::;;:;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;:::-----'T

Joe Weinstein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Linebacker Mike Coad (#56) is UCF's leading tackler with 119

closer to home. "I called down here and
asked coach (Gene) McDowell and
coach (Perry) Moss to look at some
films on me," Coad said.
McDowell, UCF's head coach, and
Moss, the defensive coordinator, invited Coad to try out for the team in
August of 1986.
"When I first got here, I was discouraged," said Coad. "I was as low as fifth
on the depth chart. People didn't think
I could play at 5-11, but I just kept
hanging in there. I just didn't want to
get lost on the depth chart. I wanted to
do what I had to do to get attention."
After the three-a-day practices of
August, McDowell offered Coad only
for a daily meal card for his efforts.
"I quit for a day," Coad said.
"McDowell didn't really get a good look
at me. But coach Moss went to bat for
me by telling McDowell how good he
thought I was, and the next day
McDowell called me and offered me
tuition, books and 10 meals a week."
"He's earned everything he's getting," said Moss. "He makes the most of
his ability. He calls our defensive plays,
and he never misses one. He knows
what he's doing."
Goad's first chance to start last season came in the third game. He had 15
tackles and an interception, and at the
end of last year's 92 tackle season,
McDowell offered C9ad a full scholarship.
"He's a good player and a good
leader," said McDowell, an All-American linebacker with Florida State in
1963.
McDowell named Coad one of the
defensive captains for this year's team.
"Mike is the best defensive leader
I've ever been associated with,"

Flournoy said. "He keeps our intensity at a very high level."
Coad has been a key player in
UCF's drive for the NCAA playoffs.
Besides his tackles, he has added
two-and-a-half sacks, an interception and a fo.mble recovery.
Coad said if he earns All-American honors, "It would be because of
the defensive line-Sylvester Bembery, Joe Simmons and Steve
Spears. Without them, I wouldn't be
making the tackles or the big plays
that I have made.
"They work just as hard as me.
When you have two guys blocking
one guy, that leaves me free. After I
make a tackle, the first people I
thank is my line. I pat them on the
butt. They can make it a long game
for me or a great game. So far,
they've been great."
Coad also srud he has played well
because of the coaching of Moss.
"Coach Moss is the best coach I have
ever had in my life without a doubt,"
Coad said. "Ifl ever wanted to model
myself after a coach, it would be of
him. He's got the best football mind
I've ever seen. He is able to make a
complicated defense seem simple to
play. We've got about 45 defenses
and we can go into any of them at any
time of the game. As good as he is, I
feel great playing underneath him. n
Coad has also impressed his
ROTC instructors. "I wish I had 100
Mike Coads," Captain Bert Tollison
said. "He'll do well with anything he
pursues. He's dependable, he's methodical, and he's got a lot ofleadership ability."
SEE COAD PAGE 14
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STUDIO
E
presents:
A PeTe·r
ShaFFer
classic and
KeNNeth

PruEss'
obsession,

by Alain Levi
"The play starts in the dark and
characters speak as if they were in
complete light .. "
Studio" E director Ken Preuss, sit-

ting on the edge of a dimly lit docking
bay behind the theater, details with a
rambling passion his first stage production:
"... and then suddenly the lights
comeflooding on the stage and everyone freezes as if it was a blackout.
And the rest of the play is completely
light to the audience, but completely
dark to the actors. So in effect the
audience can see everything and the
actors can see nothing."

To say he has a vision might be
artistic exaggeration. but Preuss first
submitted his idea for a production of

Studio Eis sharing the same bounds
asNewYork'savant-garde, The Black
Comedy ts certainly not A Doll's
House.

In The Black Come~ the actors
inhabit a completely lit stage. which
to the characters is completely dark.
The lighting scheme is entirely reversed, Preuss says, explaining the
show's unusual plan: "Anytime
someone lights a match, the lights
dim."
The show begins with an electrical
black-out which leaves the characters groping in the dark, tripping over
furniture. kissing the wrong people,
and t~g about people who are
just feet away. "Darkness brings a lot
of things to light," Preuss says discussing metaphor in the play. "In the
dark you discover the truth. In the

'

•

the Peter Shaffer classic, The Black
Comedy in May. waited until the final
decision came at the beginning of
this semester, and has since then
obsessed With delivering a perfect
show.
Describing "blocking," the intricate art of positioning and moving
actors on-stage around each other
and furniture, Preuss reveals the
devotion that is typical of the students involved in the not-for-paynotfor-credit production:
"In three pages Brtnsley takes out
ten pieces of furniture and brings ten
back in, and I probably spent over
thirty hours designing that at home:
You draw it one way and you time it
out and you read the lines to yourself,
and you think you have it figured out
and you show up at the rehearsal and
Pictured above
it doesn't work."
Carry! Kelly, Chris
Studio E is a yearly production
Hatfield, Dirk
sponsored
by the UCF Theater DeKuiper, Chris Iller,
partment.
Students research posKenneth Pruess
sible
plays,
and submit a proposal to
and Tlmothy
direct
their
choice of productions.
Groover, act
After
approval
from the theater facout a scene in
ulty,
the
students
are given a budget
early rehearsal
of
three
hundred
dollars
and let loose
of Black Comedy,
into
the
dangerous
woods
of theater
the upcoming
production.
But
Preuss
says.
'The
Studio E producstudents
are
in
charge
of
everything,
tion. Pictured Left,
Chris Hatfield and but the faculty is always there to
help."
Chris Iller portray
University theater is traditionally
the reversal of
limited to hallowed and timeworn
light and dark.
idols of theater past: Ibsen,
Shakespeare and Chekov. The "E" in
Photos by
Studio E. on the other hand, stands
Genevieve
for "experimental," and though it
Gorski.
wouldn't be fair to say that UCF's
Volume 4 Number 13 • November 19, 1987

light. people pretend."
Similarly unusual are the liberties
Preuss has taken with the script ... It's
a very British comedy," he explains.
"What I've done is put my neck on the
line by adapting it to contemporary
American humor. In a lot of the British plays the characters aren't a.Iways likeable, and it seems that
American audiences like Americans
to relate to.
"I've stayed true to the
playwright's intentions," he says,
"but I've contemporized it. You
punch up a joke here, or make it
more serious here to try and get your
concept across."
Black Comedy's story centers
around Brtnsley Miller, a metal
sculptor, who shares an apartment
house with a homosexual antique
dealer. and a fiercely Baptist woman.
Coming to visit is Bamberger, a German millionaire interested in buying
Miller's art, and Brinsley·s new girlfriend who invited her father, a
southern colonel, to meet Brtnsley
that same night.
In an effort to impress the millionaire and the colonel, Brinsley replaces all his worn furniture by
..borrowing" all the homosexual's
valuable antique furniture. At this
point, however, the power goes out,
and Black Comedy becomes a farce of
mistaken identity, lies, good intentions gone wrong. The eight characters struggle in the dark to make
sense in a hilarious and escalating
plot.

SEE STUDIO ·PAGE 2
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Noises Off provides fun, confusion
by Diana E. Della Costa

The result is something
reminiscent of the old "KeyNoises Off is an appropri- stone Cops" silent movies
ate title for the turmoil seen and just as entertaining. The
and heard during the per- cast is amazing in how they
formances of Nothing On. a maneuver themselves in and
play within a play. According out of doors and situations
to director. Michael Fortner. that would bafile the quickthe story line is about "a est mind.
second-rate English sex.
The play opens during the
farce performed by a third- final rehearsal of Nothing On
rate company of has-been and shows the typical frusand never-will-be actors."
trations of a director. por-

trayed by poyd Dallas, as
only a director can be
played- demanding. kind
and fatherly as he tries to
pull things together before
opening night.
During the course of the
play all bedlam breaks loose.
Actors forget their lines. lose
props, and even forget which
way to tum. Coupled with all
of this are complicated lovers· quarrels within the cast
which leads to absolute pandemonium.
Act I is the stage set for Act
I of Nothing On. The scenery
depicts the living room of the
Brent family's country home.
On the lower level there is the
usual array of parlour furniture and three exits, halfway
up the carpeted staircase is
another door and a stained
glass window. The second
floor has four doors leading
to more rooms. The story
unfolds as the cast is superbly directed to go through
these exits time and time
again.
It all starts with the maid,
Dotty Otley, whimsically
characterized by Kate Singleton, who's wearing a house
dress and apron with grey
argyle socks and furry purple
slippers, panicking over
what she is supposed to do.
To complicate matters, one of
the actors is reported lost,
and is supposedly hiding
somewhere in a drunken
stupor. The cast ls in a tizzy
trytng find drunken and
missing Selsdon- nicely
played by Larry Kuhn- only
to learn he doesn't want any
part of rehearsal.
The plot thickens as two
well-dressed couples, cunningly played by Tommy
Keesling. Bre-elle' Ishtar.
Steve Hansen and Theresa
Lee, enter the house unbeknownst to the other. Sud-

denly an actor stops in the
middle of a scene to argue
with the director that he
should play the scene his
way, an actress loses a contact and everyone has to take
time out to look for it and the
director gets all the more
frustrated. Meanwhile everyone is constantly coming and
going through doors. Due to
the nature of the play. if
someone really did miss a
cue, the cast's composure
hid it well as the audience

Theater
couldn't possibly discern the
real from the imaginary. To
make things believable. the
theater goers were given two
playbills- one for Noises Off
and one for Nothing On. Each
was complete with a synopsis of scenes. list of credits
and even advertisements.
Act II 1S the performances
of Act I of Nothing On. The
cast repeats what they did
before, only this time the
audience views if from a different perspective, a backstage view. Once again the
running through the doors
continues and the plot 1S
enhanced by the lovers'
spats and the jealousies that
arise leading to utter chaos
behind the scenes which
results in the yelling of
Noises Off. Soon everyone is
a madman. sounds are
trying to be muffied and what
happens next must be seen
to be believed!
In between all the chaos,
Tim Atwood, the "sheepish"
set designer for Nothing On.
brought to life byTom Grant,

SEE PLAY PAGE 6

You want to know about life? Just live. it!
by Paul Price

sion.
Fortunately there are still ways. For
My task for the week was to write a is the whole point. The meaning of life is instance if all else fails you can have
column on the meaning of life. They to make an impression on a world that kids. They're unmistakably yours and
want me to expound on that, the uni- has had the hell impressed out of it no two are ever the same. Your little
verse and everything.
already.A job thatgets harderwith each slices of immortality. These come unMe- a person who can barely form a passing day as more and more people do der the field of creating along with art,
coherent sentence about most of the more and more things which haven't bridge building, making a scale model
things I'm supposedly studying. A per- been done before.
of the Taj Mahal out of toothpicks and
son who thinks there is a direct ;md
writing a book.- On the flip side you have
profound correlation between single
impressions through destruction. Not
socks and broken relationships. A man
as nice, but no less effective. Here we
who thinks Nixon was a good president.
have wars, individual murders, assasBut, hey! Why not? Why should
sinations and prime time television.
Monty Python have all the fun? I must
When you really come down to it you
admit their definition of the meaning of
can hardly fail to make an impression
life is ,t he best ever. followed closely by
of some kind. The only question is the
This severely Um.its the number of degree to which you do and in which
Douglas Adams in the Hitchhiker trilogy. The problem with this topic is that things, that the rest of us have to direction. The meaning of life therefore
anything that I say has probably been choose, with which to make an irnpres- is the degree to which you live it.
said before and therefore redundant So

if it's not worth saying why bother? That

Hunky Dory

I

edy is about people. You thing I wrote. Not the teachneed to understand people, ers, not the students, not the
and how they relate to each janitorial staff."
"I took acting first and did
Preuss, a humanities ma- other. and their world
well in there. but when I took
jor looking for a broad base of around them."
knowledge, dtscusses the
Understanding yourself is directing I seemed to have a
directing of so many people also important to Preuss: "I knack for it. I could bring out
in so many characters: "You came to college with the idea what I wanted for a character
need to understand people. that I was going to be a great better as a director than if I
Plays are about people. not writer,' and I took a poetry was acting it. And it seemed
about situations. Black Com- class and no ~:m: .1~~~. .any- to me when I went out there

STUDIO FROM PAGE 1

• MADRIGALS DOWNTOWN
The final prograrµ of the Bach's
Lunch Fall season at the Cathedral Church of St. Luke, 130·
North Magnolia Ave, Orlando,
will be held today at 12:05 p.m.
UCF's Madrigal Singers will
present .the program. For information call 849-0680.

•FIDDLER
An all-time muslcal favorites.

F1ddler on the Roof. will be the
Bay Street Players' •christmas
present~ to Central Florida.
Opening Dec. 3 at the State
Theatre, downtown Eustis. Fiddler on the Roof will play Dec. 36, l0-13and 18-19Thurs.-Satat
8:30 p.m. Sundays at 2:30 p.m.
Admission(all reserved but walkins l,lSUally available) is $7.50,
age 12orunder, $3. Forinfonna·
tlon call 357-7777.

•CHORAL CONCERT
The choral muslc organizations
of Seminole Community College,
under the direction of Dr. Burt H.
Perinchief, take pleasure in announcing the annual Fall Concert to be held in the Fine Arts
Concert Hall on the college campus on Nov. 22 at 3 p.m. The
public is cordially invited to attend this event and the admission is free.

But if enthusiastic Preuss
is also humble: "Ifthe show is
good the actors make it good,
if their show is bad it's the
director's fault."

•

•NEW PIANO SCHOOL
Elementary and middle school
students are invited to audition
for a new pre-college piano institute to be conducted by the UCF
Music Department starting in
January. Auditions will be held
from Dec. 28 to Jan. 7, classes
will begin Jan. 11 and end April
29. Students auditloning will be
grouped by age and ability for
proper classes placernenL Enrollment in the institute will be
limited, interested parents and
students are asked to call the
Music Department at 275-2869.

•

•DARK COMEDY
The Ice House Theatre 1n Mount
Dora wlll present Orphans on
Nov. 27, by Lyle Kessler, a dark
comedy, in performances runn1ng through Dec. 6. For information call, (904) 383-4616.

•HANDEL
Rollins College Music in The
Chapel Series presents Handel's
Messiahon Nov. 29 with Alexander Anderson conducting, and
featuring the Rollins Chapel
Choir, the Central Florida Choral
Society, and the Orlando Chamber Players. Performance is a t 8
p.m. in the Knowles Chapel,
admission is free. but tickets are
required. Call 646-2115 for information.

•

•ARTSHOW
Central Flonda Society for Historical Preservation presents the
11th Annual Longwood Art Show
at the Bradley-Mcintyre House
on Nov. 21. Over 300 artists from
all over the United States will be
featured. For information call
332 -7049.

•

•

THEATER

UCFTheater presents StudioE, a
collectioo. of student-directed
one-act plays, 1n the Black Box
Theater on campus at 8 p.m.
Nov. 20 and 21. Call 275-2861.

~~
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Takes just one listen to get hooked on U2's sound
by Marla Tritt

•

•

U2's latest album, The Joshua Tree, was easily
the single most anticipated album release of 1987
(if not the decade). Needless to say, then, that U2's
Dec. 5 concert at Tampa Stadium has met with
equal anticipation. Advance ticket sales for the
concert began as early as Nov. 4 when the Infinite
Mushroom sold places in line for the first day of
official sales, Nov. 8.
Ellen Ridley and Donna Izzo are two UCF students who took advantage of this advance ticket
guarantee. Even though they got the jump on most
other U2 fans, Ridley and Izzo waited in line on
Nov. 4 for over seven hours in order to get their
reserved space and in yet another line on Nov. 8.
Still, they would agree along with many others,
that all their efforts will be well worth it. Come Dec.
5. these devoted fans will be at what was one of the
quickest sell-out shows ever.
With the most rabid and loyal fans this side of
Springsteen, a certain aura has been built around
this Irish quartet that portrays them almost larger
than life. Topping the album charts and still in the
hot top ten, The Joshua Tree was U2's acid test,
whether they reallzed it or not.
Fortunately for U2, this album easily lived up to
their fans' hopes and expectations as does claims
of their live performances. U2 is no average rock
band; iikewtse. The Joshua Tree is no average

ONLY

album. The music is lively, full of en'ergy, and
certainly has more meaning and substance than
most chart-toppers which is why U2 has gained
such a widespread following. Yes, this group definitely has something important to say, and that
something is well worth listening to.

Spotlight
For starters, U2 has martaged to capture and
develop a creative mystique on The Joshua Tree
that is often missing from albums (including U2's
earlier ones) of a political orientation. This album
also contains more musical variety than any of
U2's previous efforts. Bono's vocals are direct and
highly emotional- especially on the raw, raspy,
R&B based "Trip Through Your Wires" and even
more so on ..Mothers of the Disappeared," two
poignant tunes that leave the listener openmouthed and dumb-struck.
Like Bono, The Edge whips off some of his most
expressive and imaginative guitar work yet. Although much of The Edge's searing guitar riffs are
obviously suppressed and buried in the mix, he
still powers most of the songs with that strong

CAN

iron-handed rhythm work th~t" continues to add,
as always, to U2's immense intensity.
By far, the best musical work of the band todate, U2's popularity still lies in the potency of
their songs. While they're not what you would call
really catch in the pop music scene- well, perhaps
with the exception of their single, "With or Without
You" - U2's compositions and performances make
a statement. Both are filled with drama that draws
you in and makes you feel like you are part of the
goings on. The hard driving "Where The Streets
Have No Name," "Bullet in the Blue Sky," and "In
God's Country" are all prime examples of U2's allabsorbing phenomena ...Exit" esoteric and highly
moving in content is perhaps the most underrated and under-played track on The Joshua Tree.
Yet, The Joshua Tree's overall success certainly
secured U2's place in rock 'n' roll history. Now,
with their current tour selling-out in stadium
spots all across America, U2's artistic success is
peaking.
If you 're fortunate enough to be holding a ticket
to U2's upcoming sold-out show in Tampa, it
promises to be the performance of a lifetlme.
Anyone who's even mildly curious as to why U2
has reached such universal popularity, need only
listen to The Joshua Tree, then they too might end
up in line for seven hours for a chance to see U2
live.

DRINKING&DRMNG

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~M~~~fue~meyGene~~
FREE BEER
(well, almost)

Become a Stockbroker

TUESDAY: $1 Corona
WED.:
50¢ Drafts
$1 Wine Coolers
THURS.:
2 for 1 Pitchers

FOOD AND

Best Kept
Secret on

•

National stock brokerage firm is expanding in
the Central Florida
area. We would like to
speak to self-starters
and motivated individuals who are looking for
an excellent opportunity and top earning potential. We will train
qualified candidates.
Night appt.'s available.
We will be interviewing
in your area soon.

Contact: ·Mr. David for details.
1-800-443-8900 or
1-305-392-6633.
·-

-- --- - .
,. .,

... -- - - - - .!. - - ..... .....

(domestic)

FRI. & SAT.: fdYE.Band

12i~b~~versity
Blvd. ~-:- ~
282-2476 - ;- . . . . - · 1
SEASONAL EMPLOYMENT

ECKERD DRUG
PHOTO LAB
Positions available starting the first week of
December through January 1988.
Must be able to work a second or third shift.
No experience necessary·
bn the job training.

E A R N E X T R A M 0 N E V F o·R
· THE HOLIDAYS!!
Contact Susan at 851-4120 to arrange an interview.

. •:cs 33;j!)

ECKERD DRUG COMPANY

Orlando Central Park • 2100 Directors Row
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New Christmas album offers

Some of old, some of neW
by Steve J. Pustelnyk
Various Artists; A Very Special Christmas
Produced by Jimmy Iovine and various others.
Just one month ago I was noticing that the
department stores had decided it was Christmas time again. With that fact firmly entrenched in my mind I decided I should
review this year's newest Christmas release,
A Very Special Christmas.

While I realize most people are not in the
Christmas spirit yet, this album is available
and feature: . many excellent songs by some
of today's hottest artists.
A Very Special Christmas features 15
songs that run the gauntlet from rap to rock
and new wave to big band. Every performer is
a top-name act that is sure to please at least
some of the audience.
The first song on the album is The Pointer
Sisters' version of ..Santa Claus is Coming to
Town." I have to admit I was never too fond of
The Pointer Sisters, and the feeling applies
to this song as much as any other of their
releases.
The second song is by the Eurythmics,
another band that has never impressed me.
But their cover of "Winter Wonderland" is
credible. It is along the lines of their usual
sound of synth-smeared-techno-pop.
Whitney Houston's version of "Do You
Hear What I Hear" is excellent. Even if we are
all getting tired of hearing that voice in the
Top 40, it still has the majestic beauty to
carry one of my favorite Christmas songs to
perfection.
Bruce Springsteen's "Merry Christmas
Baby" is one of my favorite songs on the
album. It was recorded live and has been
previously released as ab-side single. This
one doesn't have the power of the popular
"Santa Claus is Coming to Town" that garners radio play every year, but it does have
the Springsteen flair.
The Pretenders "Have Yourself a Merry
Little Christmas" is perhaps the highlight of
the album. In recent years The Pretenders
have showed great diversity by changing
styles and attitude. Once a hard core rock 'n'
roll new wave mix, the Leaming to Crawl
album established their credibility as a serious, soft rock band. On this effort they once
again slow the tempo for a beautiful recreation of the classic song.
John Cougar Mellencamp probably recorded "I Saw Mommy Kissing Santa Claus"
while in the studio working on The Lonesome
Jubilee. His effort created a Christmas version of that album. "I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus" is an up tempo hard hitting
version that sounds much like "Paper and
Fire."
Sting gets very serious for his part of the
album, recording a very somber "Gabriel's
Message." On this one Sting reaches back for
a little of the early English sound of the

middle ages.
The album's only fault to me, is its lack of
mood. At times the songs are just to out of
flavor for the season. Perhaps listeners who
enjoy certain bands can still get the Christmas spirit out of songs like Run-D.M.C. 's
"Christmas in Hollis," but I couldn't.
Likewise, U2's "Christmas(Baby Please
Come Home)" was just a little too hard-edged
for me to enjoy.
Madonna's "Santa Baby" is perhaps the

Albums
strangest song on the album. You can't attack it for destroying the Christmas mood,
but that doesn•t mean it's good. This song is
produced, probably much like the original
version that must have been sung in a
1940s Christmas B-grade movie.
Bob Seger's "The Little Drummer Boy" is
another excellent song. Its only fault ls its
lack of climax, but the guitar work and
saxophone solos build one excellent song
that keeps the mood.
Bryan Adams "Run Rudolph Run" is a
parody of the early fifty's sound and Bon
Jovl's "Back Door Santa" is yet another
possible hit single for the band. Both of these
songs are rockers and could kill that so
important mood, but they only threaten it
with an exciting build-up to the albums
excellent conclusion.
The last two songs are definite mood
pieces. Alison Moyet's -rhe Coventzy Carol"
is an excellent soft spoken recording of a
gorgeous song and Stevie Nicks version of
"Silent Night" is tremendous.
"Silent Night" is the perlect choice for the
concluding song. Perhaps a little predictable
but nonetheless a worthwhile choice. Nicks
belts out the song with the emotional enthusiasm and Robbie Nevil backs her up with
just as much gusto. "Silent Night" ls among
the prettiest of Christmas standards and
Nicks certainly does it justice.
Overall this album is choppy. The artists
are so diverse that the album jumps about
erratically. I would suggest buying it only to
those who like at least half of the artists. Most
don't do anything out of the ordinary, but the
lack of continuity can make the album a
disaster for anyone without a programmable
compact disc player.
Another suggestion for Christmas music is
the now-standard issue from Mannheim
Steamroller: Christmas. If you know who
they are you know its got to be good. If you
don't I'll just say they do an excellent job of
mixing classical music with modern rock and
jazz to form a beautiful Christmas compliment. This one always deseives an A+.
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11490 E. COLONIAL DR.• UNION PARK
273-4640 •OPEN TUES - SAT 3pm - 9pm
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• Model Composites
• Wedding Photos
• Portraits
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COUNSELING CENTER

Attention Food Bingers: For some time now you have been locked into a cycle
of gorging on food and then purging either by forced vomiting, laxatives, diuretics,
compulsive exercise or continual dieting and fasting. You often feel unable to break this
cycle. A group is now available for persons struggling with this behavior pattern. If
you are interested call Renee Brooks, MA., Licensed Mental Health C.Ounselor &:
Certified Eating Disorder C.Ounselor

RENEE BROOKS, M.A. (305) 260-5451
Crane's Roost Office Park • 370 Whooping Loop
Suite 1148 • Altamonte Springs, FL 32701

Portable radios are
meant for UCF
Football!

•

.

_,

Exclusively on 89.9 WUCF-FM!
Your source for UCF sports.
•

ARCHITECTURE
Study Architecture as a graduate student
at the University of South Florida in the
FAMU/USF Master of Architecture Program.
With the cooperation and assistance of the School of Architecture at the
Florida A&M University (FAMU) , USF is offering a Master of Architecture
program of graduate study.
Program Features Include.
• Graduate study in architecture for students with prior baccalaureate
degrees from accredited 1nstitut1ons 1n any discipline.
• Eight semesters (120 credits) of theory-intensive.but also practical study
for students who may have no prior architectural educations/
experiences.
• Both part-time and full-time study is available
classes.

in

•

day and evening

• Year-round study makes possible graduation in 2-2/3 years.
• Scholarships are available.
• Working internships for pay at the Florida Center for Urban Design and
Research are offered to each deserving student. These ensure that
graduates will have practical field experience 1n real-world settings.
Applications for the Spring 1988 semester are due by Monday, Novem"
ber 23, 1987. However, Interested students may enroll for as many as 12
credits In the program whlle their appllcatlons are being processed.
Further Information: call (813) 974-4031.

SMOKEOUT

at USF's TAMPA CAMPUS
FAMU and USF are Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity/Equal Access Un1vers1t1as

•
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TI-95 offers many things not found in HP
by Bob Schmerllng

available call up functions for alphanumeric data processing, RAM filing,
Texas Instruments Tl-95
input/ output, numerical functions
Price: about $155
(such as integer, absolute value, and
even prime factoring), conditional
I don't see that many Texas Instru- tests for programming, conversions
ments pocket computers in use at (including English-metric, angular,
. UCF. I see Hewlett Packards all over and numeric base) and some built in
the place, but very few Tl's. I'm not programs (quadratic and cubic equasure why, because some of these Tl's tions). The TI-95 has a very nice
are more powerlul than many HP's. displayforthesefunctionkeys. It has
Tl's latest offering is the TI-95. Sur- a 16-charactermain display line plus
prisingly, it doesn't program in BA- a second line below it for labeling the
SIC. It uses a typical calculator key- function keys.
stroke language. but it's still a very
Obviously. a calculator this powpowerlul language with many ad- erlul is capable of storing informavanced features. One thing I was glad tion in memories. Each of these
to see was that. unlike a previous TI memories uses 8 bytes of RAM, and
hand-held computer, the contents of you can have up to 900 memories. Of
your variables stay in place when you course, the more memories you have,
tum the machine off. The TI-95 the less room there is for programs
comes with BK of RAM and can be and RAM filing space (more on that
expanded to l 6K.
later). When you store and recall alYou can access the built-in func- phanumeric. tnformation, there is a
tions of the TI-95 in one of two ways. catch. You can only store and recall
Most of the basic mathematical, alge- ten memories. or 80 characters. at a
braic. and trigonometric functions time. Even if all you want to do is
are built into keys like a regular store a single character, the TI-95
calculator. All of the other functions, will reserve 80 bytes for it, filling the
however. are accessed through a remaining memory with spaces.
menu system; a system very similar
TheTI-95 can also store and recall
to the one on the HP-28C that I data in a dilierent way when it is run
reviewed in my last article. You hit a in the SYS mode. This mode lets you
key describing the menu you ~t. store and recall bytes of memory
and functions related to that desc p- anywhere in RAM the way the PEEK
tion are assigned to five function eys and POKE funGtions on many home
below the display. Suppose you computers do. In addJtlon. machine
wanted to do statistical calculations. language programs can be written
You'd hit the [STAT} menu key, and and executed in this mode, and the
the five function keys would be as- instruction manual contains the
signed various statistical functions. memory addresses of various ROM
Sometimes, when there are more routines that you can use in your
than five functions for a menu, the programs. It is possible to use this
right-most function key is assigned direct access of RAM to overcome
[->I. which means hitting that func- some of the shortcomings of the 95.
tion key brings up additional funcAs I've been mentioning, the 11-95
tions for that menu. Other menus does have alphanumeric capability.

Though this capability is fairly powerlul, I feel it could have been better.
I've already mentioned the memory
problem ' of storing alphanumeric
data. Another problem is that when
you have a TI-95 program ask you for ·
alphanumeric data, you have to
manually enter the alpha mode, enter the data, then manually exit the
alpha mode before continuing the
running of the program. The 95 also
lacks functions to examine a portion
of a string, but these functions could
be Written as subroutines.
The TI-95 is a programmable calculator. and though its language is
not very advanced or complex, it's
not bad. There are provisions for
simple looping, conditional branching, and subroutines. When branching, you can set up 2-character alphanumeric labels in your program
to branch to, or you can branch directly to a particular step in the program. Most of the built-in functions
can be accessed in a program, as well
as directly from the keyboard. A feature that adds power to 95's Ianguage ts the IND function. It allows
many functions to get their arguments from memories instead of directly. As an example, CHR 065 returns ASCII character 65, an upper
case "A". But, CHR IND 065 returns
the ASCII character of what ever
number is in memory 65. The IND
function can also be used for indirect
branching. The main drawbacks of
the programming language lie withln
the editor. There is no easy way to
jump to the middle of a long program
to list it. You have to start from either
the beginning or the end and then
single-step your way through it.
There is also no easy way to delete a
large section of a program; you have
to delete one step at a time.

The TI-95 does have a nice RAM
filing system. This allows you to store
programs and data in a reserved area
of RAM as if that area were a disk
drive. Programs can be loaded from
-the RAM-disk, and data can be read
from it. You can even run programs,
byname, directlyfromtheRAM-disk.
In fact. a program in main memory
can automatically run a program
from the RAM-disk. This feature allows you to write your own functions
which you can store on the RAM-disk
and use in other programs.
The 95 is an expandable machine.
I already mentioned that it can be
expanded to 16K. It's also possible to
use these BK expansion cartridges
(which cost about $40) to store your
own programs because they keep
their information even when unplugged from the computer. A lowcost (about $30) cassette interface is
also available, as well as a small
printer (about $80). Texas Instruments also sells some cartridge software for it, including one for mathematics and one for statistics.
Obviously, the TI-95 isn't perfect.
In addition to the disadvantages I
mentioned, there are a couple more
minor ones. When entering manual
calculations, there is no way to back
up or review the expression you just
entered like you can on several Tandy
and Sharp pocket computers. The
other problem is its speed; it takes
about 20 seconds to count to 500 in
an empty loop. That's not terribly
slow, but it's not up to par with most
of the newer hand-held and pocket
computers. However, the 95 ls still a
very powerlul machine. It has a lot of
features built in, and more can be
programmed. Plus, the fact that it's
expandable makes it useful for a wide
variety of tasks.

Win free tickets
to the premiere of
STEVE MARTIN JOH CANDY

PLANES.TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES
Today, hurry to the editorial office of The Central
Florida Future. Arrive by plane, train or automobile to win movie posters and tickets to this
season's comedy, starring Steve Martin and John
Candy.
Tickets are limited and will be distributed on a
first-come, first-served basis.
The movie will premiere on Monday, November
23 courtesy of Paramount Pictures and
The Central Florida Future.
PARAMOUNT PICTURESPRESENTS
.

A

JOHN HUCHES~FILM

.....

. PLANES. TRAINS AND AUTOMOBILES
.~ •.
NEWBORN Edited by PAUL HIRSCH Director of Photography DON PETERMAN. A.S.C. :"7~J
Executive Prrducers MICHAEL CHINICH and NEIL MACHLIS
•A I J •
Written. Produced and Directed by JOHN HUGHES A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
c-,. •..,

Music score b~ IRA

;:z::.

Soundtrack Album Available on
Hughes Music/ MCA Records. Cassettes and Compact Discs.

TM &Copyright 0 1987 by Paramount Picmres Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.
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ation.

Act III. which is Act I of
tries to bring some sem- Nothing On on the road. the
blance of order to things but feud between the cast is now
just complicates the catas- on the stage, and what entrophes. In addition, Poppy sues is mass confusion.
Norton-Taylor,
script · What should have been the
prompter. whose naivete was anticlimax of the show, really
brought out by Nancy Polak. wasn't. By now the cast is
added a finishing touch to an wearing down and it shows.
otherwise hilarious situ- But was it for real?
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• Prescriptions Filled

1Soft Contact Lenses • Lense.s Duplicated

$39. •50

I Frames & Lenses I
I
with UCF 1.0.
I
L - - - - - - - - - .J ·

Dally Wear - Softmat e B

M-T-W-F.: 9-6
Tower Place
Thurs.: 9-7 offers not
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
Sat.: 9-1
combinable
277-2949

,

•

•Repairs
• Contact Lenses
• Contact Lens Solution
•Sunglasses
• indopondant
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AMINGO
Vintage Clothing _C ompany

Vintage Costumes, Masks
and Accessories.
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of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you

purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lenses.
Eye examinations on the prernesls or bring your prescription .
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT l.D.
Not valid wttn other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes soli d color tint
Choose from selected frames - No SubsttM es

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

L--~~~~~-~~~~-~~~---~

')OU are cordia{{y invited
to tlie !J{ofiday/(j{amour
Open !J{ouse by
Afary 1(ay Cosmetics,
Inc.
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This Thanksgiving, give your car a break.

•

The last thing you need on your trip home this Thanksgiving is a
breakdown. To avoid spending part of your holiday on the side of
the road, lust pull into Jiffy Lube at your convenience.
Our professional J-team wlll:

•

• Change your oil with quality
Pe rmzoil Oil (up to 5 quarts
of oil)
• Ins tall a new Purolator oil filter
•Lubricate the whole chassis
• Inflate tires to proper pressure
•Vacuum inte rior

Visit one of]iffy Lube's seven convenient
Central Florida locations to take the
worry out of car maintenance.

We check:
And fill:

• Air filter
• Wiper blades
•Transmission fluid
• Differential fluid
•Brake fluid
• Power steering fluid
• Wmdow washer fluid
·Battery

•

·And we even wash
your windows!

Come see us anytime from 8:00-6:00 Monday-Friday. Saturday 8:00·5:00.
No appointment necessary.

Orlando - 1355 S. Semoran Blvd. -273-4994; Fem Park - 195 State Road 436 -260-9758;
Casselberry - 2289 North Semoran 671-6769; Kissimmee - 109 East Vme Street -870-0790;
Orange Blossom Trail - 6034 S. Orange Bloosom 'frail - 851-9302; Altamonte Springs 420 North State Road 434 -788-2585; Pine Hills - 5619 West Colonial Drive · 293-0605.
•General Motors recommends an oil change every 3,000 miles.

10211 Belgrave PL Arbor Ridge
281-7320
* FREE Makeovers, Facials & A Door Prize *

-------------------------------------------·
$3.00 Off a Complete Jiffy Lube Service!
Limit one coupon per customer. Offe r valid through December 31, 1987.
Not valid in conjunction with any other offer.
Standard of Proltttion
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_THE FINEST ENTERTAINMENT IN ORLANDO'S NEWEST
THEATRE ... ENjOY THE .HOLIDAYS WIT.HUS.

•
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SCHWARZENEGGER

A hair-raising comedy
starring Jason
Bateman.
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Daily at 2-4-6-8 & 10 PM

•

a date with T?filance

This holiday season you have

~~

comedy~::~

magic ·and a...
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Daily at 2:15-4:156:15-8:15 & 10:15 PM

CLASSIC
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FATAL
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ATTRACTION

1-..--. ____s_~_A_R_R_IN_G_ _ __

Daily at 1 :30-3:45-6:00 & 8:15 PM
Daily at 2 :00- 4 :30
....- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. -7:15-9:45 11111111
~.1!!11!!!!1,Sll!!!l!!!l!Tlllll!!lllR~Alllm!IN Dlllll!!lllE01!1111111111'~'...
ADMISSION POLICY...•.

UC6
CINEMA

•

12255 U niverslty
Boulevarde
Orlando, FL 32817

How to enjoy Opera
in Central Florida

Dally through 5:30 PM
ALL Seats $2. 75
Eves and Holidays.....
Adults - $4.75
Srs. & Students $3.75
Children & Srs. $2.75 at All times

There is more in the
night sky than stars.~
STARRING
MAUREEN O'SULLIVAN

D 'I t 2 10 4 10 6 10
al y a
: - : - :
-8:10 & 10:10 PM

by Diana E. Della Costa

Observable Performance
for an Eloquently Refined
Audience. Is this how we see
opera, as an observable performance for an eloquently
refined audience? If you look
at the entertainment perspective of opera or a musical
you can compare it to today's
music videos. People have
always loved to be entertained through musical
tales. and as art reflects life.
so does opera. but on a much
grander scale.
Even though attendance
at an opera may not be on par
with a rock concert. it still
draws a large audience. According to Tyrone J olivet. a
member of the Orlando
Opera C~mpany. "opera productions in Europe are better
attended than in America
because Amertcans are not
fluent in foreign languages
and do not have a history of
classical music. Opera is an
accumulated taste." Therefore the Orlando Opera
Company is trying to accommodate the public in acquiring that "taste."
Nonetheless. Jolivet and
his counterparts, also members of the Orlando Opera
Company. do not fit the
stereotypes of a typical opera
star. He's tall. dark and
handsome while another
member, David is cute. boy-

ish and athletic looking, and
Kay and Jane resemble teenage fashion models. They
sang a ·q uintet from the second act of the opera ca.rmen.,
for the lecture series,
"Through the. Looking
Glass ... offered by the opera
company.

Preview
The sertes is offered prior
to the opening as a preview to .
the opera. The general manager of the opera company
brtefly describes each act
and the stars give a synopsis
of their characters. Afterwards the audience is allowed to ask questions. This
is a deli.ghtful experience as
the cast is just as entertaining off stage as on. Adria
Firestone, who plays the lead
role of Carmen. describes the
opera in just eight words,
"She did hlm wrong. he did
her in."
·
Carmen is the yarn of the
eternal love triangle. It seems
every century has one, b~t
this one is as popular to.day
as it was when it was written.
It has been in the standard
opera repertoire for 112
years and is the most asked

SEE OPERA PAGE 8
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Come and -experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
• Dishwasher

Within waJking distance from UCF
Aff9rdable prices start in the 40's
2 & 3 Bedrooms with two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

•Financing Available

• Owner's Title Policy

Ii

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARDE
I

LOKANATOSA TRAIL

SHERWOOD
FOREST
HWY50
'

'

:
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OPERA FROM PAGE 7
for among opera companies.
Richard Owens, general
manager and artisti~ director
of the Orlando Opera company, says the reason is that
the "music speaks for itself,
and we're doing it for its
popularity as well as for the
quality of the cast. It is not
just another Carmen, ... it is
one to be enjoyed. This is the
original version written in
1875 by a Frenchman. However it takes place in 1920,
post Napoleonic times in
Seville, Spain." He went on to
explain how "people were
shocked about the story"
when it was written, "since it
was so strong, so human, so
realistic."
The opera opens at a tobacco factory where Carmen
works. Her job there is really
only a front, as she is part of
a smuggler's ring. She gets
into a fight with a co-worker
-and is imprisoned for it, but
manages to escape through
the help of a guard who is in
love with her. He goes to
prison for his deed. Later she
falls in love with the town's
bullfighter and the triangle is
complete. The opera details
each one's passions in life
and their frustrations in
dealing with them. The
opera's music was written for
dancing but its humor and
drama lends itselfto a Broadway spectacular.
"Carmen is a universal
story and can be put into any
setting today and still work."
says Firestone. In the past
she's, done the role of
Carmen off the back of a
motorcycle with a policeman
instead of a soldier for a
lover.
Another adaptation of the
opera was performed by J olivet who did it with a black
southern dialect set in post
World War II America. J ollvet

has been singing since he
was about five and claims he
literally fell in love with opera
by accident. While a student
at Fisk University. studying
voice in hopes of becoming a 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - Broadway star, he lost the
ability to use his vocal
STEVE MARTIN JOHN CANDY
chords. A new voice teacher
introduced him to opera and
managed to get his voice
back J olivet has been singing opera for nine years now
What he really wanted was
and has just returned from a
to spend Thanksgiving with his family.
year and a half tour of major
cities in Europe which he
What he got was three
says, '"was quite wonderful."
days with the turkey.
Jolivet has made a
commitment to a career,
without he says he '"would
wither away, it's too much of
my fiber. Music is an important part of my life, when I
had nothing else, I could
sing. It kept me going." His
most memorable moment of
performing was when he
sang the National Anthem
with the United States Marine Corps for an audience of
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•

PLANES,TRAJNS AND AUTOMOBILES

•

•

7,000.

To Jolivet, being a star
comes from within you. "If
you do your homework,
'"which he has, having also
studied at the London School
of Music. "and come prepared for rehearsals, you 11
be recommended for other
productions. But more importantly, your fell ow performers will compliment
each other instead of carrying one another."
His advice to any artJst 1s
"if you can live without it, its
not for you. No matter how
tough it is, you carmot let it
show. And as for opera, you
.made
it until you
haven't
sang at the
Met."
Cann.en will be performed
at the Bob Carr auditorium
on Nov. 20, at 8 p .m. and
Nov. 22 at 2 p.m. For information, call the Orlando
Opera Company at 8967575.
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ABB YOU GOOD
\VITB Aml•ALS?

We are seeking the select few highcaliber individuals who are as bullish on
their future as we are on ours.
We' re investment bankers/brokers with
an enviable record of underwriting growth..
oriented investment opportunities. With
our tenth branch office now open, we are
looking forward to even more growth and
continued success.
If you love a challenge, thrive on success, and are interested in beginning
or advancing your career in investment
sales . . .you may be the rare breed we are
looking for.
Call Bob Setteducati at 648-2323 or
write to: 111 N. Orange Ave., Suite 10so;
Orlando FL 32801.
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WREN YOU START DRINKING

'DON'T- STOP 'THINKING
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